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INTRODUCTION
This Is an annual progress report of the West River Crops and Soils Research Projects, South
Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station. The equipment storage and processing facilities are
located approximately one mile southwest of Box Elder, SD at 21 County Road 212. The office
facilities are located at 1905 Plaza Boulevard; Rapid City, SD 57702. Telephone (605)394-
2236, e-mail: Stymiest.Clair@ces.sdstate.edu or Rickertsen.John@ces.sdstate.edu or
Swan.Bruce@ces.sdstate.edu
Internet web page: www.abs.sdstate.edu/wrac/
The Research Projects serve the western part of South Dakota. They are unique in that all
experimental plots are cooperatively located with farmers. All the experimental plots are located
on farmer fields rather than at a particular experiment station This allows for more mobility and
localized data collection. This system is very dependent upon farmer cooperators and local
extension agronomy educators.
This research tests the adaptability of new crops, varieties and farming methods. This report
does not include results of work conducted by SDSU projects headquartered on campus at
Brookings, South Dakota.
FIELD PLOT COOPERATORS
Name Address Countv
Larry Novotny Martin 57551 Bennett
Bill Goeringer Newell 57760 Butte
William Miller Oelrichs 57763 Fall River
Roger Rosenow Ralph 57650 Harding
Merle Aamot Kennebec 57544 Lyman
Kip Matkins Sturgis 57785 Meade
Don Brown Scenic 57780 Pennington
Gregg Krebsbach New Underwood 57761 Pennington
Crown Partnership Wall 57790 Pennington
Gary Wunder Bison 57620 Perkins
David Finneman Hayes 57537 Stanley
Mark Stiegelmeier Selby 57472 Walworth
This is an annual report, some trials are ongoing and will require additional testing before final
conclusions can be made.
250 copies printed at an estimated cost of $3.29 each. January 2000.
South Dakota StateUniversity, South Dakota Counties, and U.S. Department ofAgriculture Cooperating.
South Dakota State University isanAffirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer (Maie/Femaie) and offers all benefits , services,
education and employment opportunities without regard for ancestry, age, race, citizenship, color, creed, religion, gender, disability',
national origin, sexual preference, or Vietnam Era veteran status.
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WEATHER SUMMARY
The data in the weather summaries presented in the following charts and Tables 1 and 2 were
obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NCAA) pubiication,
Climatological Data - South Dakota; from Al Bender, State Climatologist at South Dakota State
University; and from the South DakotaCrop-WeatherSummary pubiished by the South Dakota
Statistical Reporting Service-USDA.
The 1998-99 growing season was very similar to the previous year. It was marked by
abundant rainfall with most locations receiving four to six inches of precipitation in October
alone. The trend continued with normal to above normal rainfall for most of the spring and
summer months. The total precipitationamounts for the growing year was above twenty inches
at all locations, with several at 25 or higher. Temperatures were very miid throughout the
winter, with Februarybeingvery mild. Thisallowed the winter wheat to come through the winter
in excellent condition. The temperatures during the spring and summer were near normal and
combined with the favorajaie moisture allowed forexcellentcrop growth and maturation.
Overall it was an excellent year forsmall grains and the good inoisture and temperatures were
favorable to row crops like corn and sunflowers: Crops that don't favor humid environments iike
safflower and chickpeas suffered from disease problems that reduced theiryield and quality.
Temperature and Precipitation Charts for Martin (Bennett County Reporting Station).
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Temperature and Precipitation Charts for Oelrichs (Fall River County Reporting Station).
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:Average teinperatures and precipitation obtained from NOAA Climatoiogical Data and from AI Bender, State Climatologlst at South DakotaState
University.,Weather data is collected from the reporting station nearest the experimental sites.
Temperature and Precipitation Charts for Kirley (Haakon County Reporting Station).
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Average temperatures and precipitation obtained .from NOAA Ciimatological Data and from Al Bender, State Climatoiogist atSdiith Dakota State
University. Weather datais collected from thereporting station nearest theexperimental sites.
Temperature and Precipitation Charts for Ft. Meade (Meade County Reporting Station).
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Temperatureand Precipitation Charts for Ralph (Harding County Reporting Station).
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Figure 1. Topsoil Moisture Conditions During 1999 Growing Season.
(Crop and Livestock Reporting Service - USDA)
TOPSOIL MOISTURE
As of Friday, Aprii 9,1999
Vciy Short Short Adaquotc
TOPSOIL MOISTURE
As of Friday, June 11,1999
Surplus
Vciy Short . Short Adaquote Surplus
TOPSOIL MOISTURE
As of Friday, August13,1999
Very Short Short Adaqualc . Surplus
TOPSOIL MOISTURE
As of Friday, 7,1999
Very Short Short Adaquotc ' . -'Surplus
TOPSOIL MOISTURE
As of Friday, July 16) 1999
VeiyShaH Shwl Aidiqiiale Surplu
TOPSOIL MOISTURE
As of Friday, Septemb^ 17,1999
VeryShort Short Adaquolc Surplus
Table 1. Weather Data - Date of Critical Temperatures and Total Useable Precipitation
in Counties with Experimental Plots (1998-99).
Location Date of Temperature* Total Total Useable Moisture*
First Last Moisture Aug. 98-July 99 April 99-July 99
Bennett County Nov 3,98 Apr 23,99 27.31" 17.42" ^ 8.57"
(Martin) 26 °F 27°F
Fail River County Oct. 19,98 May 12,99 25.37" 15.76" 8.87"
(Oelrichs) 25°F 25°F
Harding County Got 13,98 May 8,99 20.64" 11.60" 5.27"
(Ralph) 28 °F 27°F
Jones County Nov 5,98 Apr. 17,99 21.84" 13.09" 7.46"
(Murdo) 28 °F 23 °F
Meade County Oct. 12,98 May 13,99 32.11" 22.09" 11.31"
(Ft. Meade) 28°F 27°F
Pennington County Nov 3,98 Apr18,99 27.13" 19.67" 11.79"
(RapidCityAP) 27°F 28°F
Pennington County Nov 4,98 Apr 19,99 23.34" 15.89" 6.61"
(Wasta) 28°F 28°F
Perkins County Oct. 30,98 Apr 23,99 24.57" 15.29" 9.20"
(Bison) 28°F 28°F
Haakon County Nov 5,98 Apr. 17,99 ^ 21.29" 13.49" 7.83"
(Kirley) 28 °F 22 °F
Butte County Nov 4,98 Apr. 17,99 24.54" 17.33" 10.32"
(Newell) 28°F 19°F
Lyman County Got 1,98 Apr. 18,99 24.91" 18.27" : 11.38"
(Kennebec) 28°F 25^ . '
* First 28° temperature in FaN or last 28° temperature in Spring, reported in degrees Fahrenheit,
**Sum of all precipitation where amounts are in excess of .25 inch or totaled over .25 inch in
two contiguous days.
WINTER WHEAT VARIETY TRIALS
Objective: To evaluate standard and experimental hard winter wheat varieties for yield,
agronomic characteristics and adaptation to westem South Dakota.
Procedure: Plots were seeded at seven locations in September 1998 with a John Deere 610 or
John Deere 750 plot drills with 10 inch spacing. The experimental design was a randomized
complete block with four replications. The seeding rate was 950,000 seeds per acre (60 Lb/A).
The plots received 7.4 lbs N and 25 lbs P2O5 per acre as 10-34-0 with the seed. Herbicides
were applied In either the fail or spring and varied according to weeds present. Visual stand
ratings were taken In October 1998 and April 1999. The plots were trimmed to 5' x 25' after
heading. The wheat was harvested In July and Augustwith a small plotcombine. Height,
shatter, and lodging notes were taken at the time of harvest. Protein content was determined
with a Near Infrared Spectrophotometer (Technlcon Infranlyzer 400).
Location Summaries
Plots not harvested
Location Reason • '
Butte County- Newell Poor stands. Plot variation
Fail River County - Oelrichs
Planted: September 28,1998 Herbicide: Glean V3 oz/A on Oct. 22, 1998
Harvested: July 21,1999 Additional Nitrogen: 50 Lb/A •
Previous crop: Conventional fallow
Oelrichs had excellent stands and tremendous growing conditions In1999. Yields averaged
92 Bu/Awith test weights averaging 60 Lb/Bu. 2137 and Quantum XH1888 were top yielders In
1999. Other varieties that did well were dagger, Wesley, Quantum 7406 TAM 107 and Alliance.
Alliance, 2137, WIndstar, dagger, TAM 107and Arapahoe had the best three-yearaverages
(1997-99). Results are shown In Table 2.
Bennett County—Martin
Planted: September 24,1998 Herbicide: None
Harvested: July 21,1998 AdditionalNitrogen: 115 Lb/A
Previous crop: Millet, planted no-tlll
Growing conditions were good at Martin. Plentiful precipitation led to excellent yields for
recrop wheat, averaging 65 Bu/A. There was crown rot present, which reduded yields of
susceptible varieties like Nekota. The best yielders In 1999 were Alliance, QuantumXH1888,
dagger, WIndstar, Culver, 2137 and TAM 107. Over threeyears ('96,'98,'99) Alliance, Windstar,
Crimson, Arapahoe and 2137 had the best yield record. Results are shown In Table 3.
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Pennington County - Wall
Planted: September 10,1999 Herbicide: ®/io oz/A Maverick + ^/io oz/A Finesse
Harvested: July 23,1999 AdditionalNitrogen: 80 Lb/A
Previous crop: Conventional fallow
Growing conditions at Wall were good In 1999, but they were also very favorable for crown
rot disease. The large amount of decaying residue In the top Inch of soil created Ideal
conditions for the disease fungi. Because of the high Incidence of crown rot, yields averaged
only 37 Bu/A with 60.6 Lb/Bu test weights. The best varieties In this environment In 1999 were
WIndstar, Alliance, Tandem, Slouxland, 2137, Crimson, and Rose. There are no three year
averages for this location. The results are presented In Table 4.
Stanley County - Hayes
Planted: September 22,1998 Herbicide: None
Harvested: July 19,1999 Additional Nitrogen: none
Previous crop: Conventional fallow
The mild winter and spring allowed for excellent yields at Hayes averaging 60 Bu/A. The
wet grain at harvest reduced test weights averaging only 55 Lb/Bu. The best varieties in 1999
Included Quantum XH1888, Arapahoe, Wesley, Harding (SD 92107), Slouxland, Pronghorn and
WIndstar. Arapahoe, Harding (SD 92107), Alliance, Tandem, 2137 and WIndstar have good
three year averages at Hayes ('96,'98,'99). The results are presented In Table 5.
Meade County - Sturgis
Planted: September 10,1997 Herbicide: ®/io oz/A Harmony Extra
Harvested: July 24,1998 Additional Nitrogen: 65 Lb/A
Previous crop: No-tlll fallow grain sorghum stalks
Sturgis had favorable growing conditions In 1999, but suffered damage from a hailstorm In
June. The hall reduced average yields to 40 Bu/A and led to a Coefficient of Variation (CV) of
18.6, which would be considered too high to make valid variety corriparlsons. Results are
shown In Table 6.
Perkins County - Bison
Planted: September 21,1998 Herbicide: Glean V3 oz/A on Oct. 22,1998
Harvested: July 28,1999 Additional Nitrogen: 80 Lb/A:
Previous crop: Barley, No-tlll planted
As with the other locations growing conditions were excellent for winter wheat at Bison In
1999. The average yield was 64 Bu/Aand test weights averaged 64.9 Lb/Bu. In 1999 the top
yielderswere Quantum XH1888 and Harding (SD 92107). The varieties Harding (SD 92107),
Arapahoe, WIndstar, Pronghorn, Tandem, Slouxland and Alliance ('96,'98,'99). The results are
presented In Table 7.
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Variety Stand Crown Rot Test Wt Yield
Percent 0-9* Lb/Bu Bu/A
QUANTUM XH1888 (exp) 90 • 60.3 44
QUANTUM 7406 90 4 59.9 35
NEKOTA-DIVIDEND 90 6 63.3 35
NEKOTA 90 8 63.0 27
ALLIANCE 90 2 62.0 48
ARAPAHOE 90 5 61.5 42
TANDEM 90 4 63.6 48
HARDING (SD 92107) 90 3 58.7 38
SIOUXLAND 90 5 61.5 47
CULVER 90 4 61.2 42
2137 90 6 61.2 46
JAGGER 90 5 60.3 39
WESLEY 90 4 59.6 34
HONDO 90 5 62.2 32
VISTA 90 7 60.9 38
TAM107 90 3 56.4 24
SCOUT 66 90 7 60.5 29
PRONGHORN 90 59.4 36
WINDSTAR 90 5 59.9 49
CRIMSON 90 1 62.6 45
ROSE 90 1 . 62.2 45
SEWARD 90 4 59.1 39
ELKHORN 90 4 60.5 37
ROUGHRIDER 90 4 58.0 29
RANSOM 90 5 57.4 37
NUPLAINS white 90 7 59.9 29
HEYNE white 90 .,-..3 61.5 27
BETTY white 90 • •• •• 5 • 61.5 34 V
SD93267 90 6 60.3 / 32
SD94149 90 5 60.1 40
SD94241 90 6 : 60.9 34
SD95203 90 • 61.8 37
SD95218 90 •• .• 60.3 : 36
ND9560 \ 90 60.2 34
NE93613 90 I '''5' 59.1 45
MILLENNIUM (NE 94479) 90 6 59.1 34
Average 90 4.7 60.6 37.4
LSD(P=05) , . 6.7
CV . 12.8
0=no visible early maturity or stunting of tiiiers, 9=100% stunted
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Table 6. Hard Winter Wheat Variety Trial - Meade County (Sturqis), 1996,98,99.
Variety Stand Height Lodging Test Wt. Yield Bu/A Protein
Percent Inches 1-9* Lb/Bu 1999 3-Yr Percent
QUANTUM XH1888 (exp) 90 35 61.9 41 11.1
QUANTUM 7406 90 34 61.5 54 10.2
NEKOTA-DIVIDEND 90 34 62.0 38 11.2
NEKOTA 90 34 61.5 36 59. 12.0
ALLIANCE 90 35 62.4 46 65 10.8
ARAPAHOE 90 36 1 62.7 45 61 11.9
TANDEM 90 39 63.4 35 59 12.3
HARDING (SD 92107) 90 37 62.7 36 12.3 '
SIOUXLAND 90 41 62.7 41 60 13.4
CULVER 90 34 61.8 45 13.3
2137 90 34 62.5 50 66 10.5
JAGGER 90 34 61.8 45 65 13.7
WESLEY 90 32 61.5 49 12.0
HONDO 90 34 63.1 34 57 14.5
VISTA 90 32 1 61.0 37 62 10.9
TAM107 90 33 60.6 41 60 12.5
SCOUT 66 90 40 1.8 62.4 29 55 12.3
PRONGHORN 90 40 2 62.9 39 61 14.4
WINDSTAR 90 34 1 62.8 45 62 12.8
CRIMSON 90 37 1 64.1 38 60 : 13.8
ROSE 90 37 1 63.6 37 58 12.8
SEWARD , 90 35 1 61.5 32 53 11.8
ELKHORN 90 37 1 61.7 29 52 13.4
ROUGHRIDER 90 37 1 61.7 21 47 14.8
RANSOM 90 36 1 61.2 34 13.0
NUPLAINS white 90 31 1 63.9 43 9.9
HEYNE white 90 33 1 62.4 47 13.4
BETTY white 90 34 1 62.7 44 11.5
SD93267 90 39 1 61.5 24 14.2
SD94149 90 35 1 63.4 43 11.8
SD94241 90 36 1 63.0 51 10.6
SD95203 90 36 . 1 63.2 38 11.3
SD95218 90 38 1.3 60.3 38 13.1
ND9560 90 35 1 61.8 35 13.3
NE93613 90 35 1 62.9 48 12.1
MILLENNIUM (NE 94479) 90 35 1 63.2 52 11.6
Average 90 35.3 1.1 62.3 39.9 59.0 / 12.4
LSD (P=.05) 2.7 0.5 1.1 10.4 .
CV 5.4 33.6 1.2 18.6 .
1=Nb lodging, 9 = 100% lodged.
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Table 7. Hard Winter Wheat Variety Trial - Perkins County (Bison), 1996,98,99.
Variety Stand Height Lodging Test Wt. Yield Bu/A Protein
Percent Inches 1-9* Lb/Bu 1999 3-Yr Percent
QUANTUM XH1888 (exp) 90 34.0 1 64.4 81 12.9
QUANTUM 7406 90 31.3 1.5 62.3 65 13.0
NEKOTA-DIViDEND 90 31.5 1 64.7 63 13.5
NEKOTA 90 31.0 1 64.9 61 57 13.7
ALLIANCE 90 30.8 2 63.9 63 62 12.4
ARAPAHOE 90 37.0 1 64.9 72 65 . 13.7
TANDEM 90 37.0 1.5 65.3 70 62 14.5
HARDING (SD 92107) 90 39.8 2 65.0 74 66 13.4
SiOUXLAND 90 40.5 1 64.0 70 62 12.9
CULVER 90 34.0 2.3 63.5 63 13.2
2137 90 . 32.0 1 64.1 66 59 12.5
JAGGER 90 30.3 1 63.8 60 54 13.9
WESLEY 90 28.8 1 63.0 61 14.5
HONDO 90 . 31.5 1 65.7 63 61 14.3
VISTA 90 29.8 1.5 62.8 60 60 14.0
TAM107 90 29.3 . 1 61.0 50 52 13.3
SCOUT 66 90 39.0 6.8 64.6 57 60 13.6
PRONGHORN 90 37.5 4 64.8 67 63 13.1
WINDSTAR 90 35.8 1 64.4 69 63 12.5
CRIMSON 90 36.5 1 65.7 61 55 13.5
ROSE 90 38.3 1 65.7 63 60 12.2
SEWARD 90 43.0 2.5 63.3 61 61 12.6
ELKHORN 90 44.8 2.3 63.0 56 57 13.6
ROUGHRIDER 90 40.3 2.8 65.4 54. 55 12.7
RANSOM 90 40.8 2.5 62.9 58 13.1
NUPLAINS white 90 31.5 • 1 65.8 57 14.0
HEYNE white 90 31.5 .1 65.3 58 13.6
BETTY white 90 36.3 1 64.8 63 13.0
SD93267 90 41.3 1.8 65.4 • 65 - 14.4
SD94149 90 31.5 1.8 64.8 59 13.4:
SD94241 90 37.5 1.5 64.7 64 12.8
SD95203 90 37.5 1.8 65.8 70 13.5
SD95218 90 ; 35.5 1 63.9 66 14.1
ND9560 90 35.8 3.3 62.9 . 61 12.4
NE93613 90 38.0 1.3 64.8 74 13.4
MILLENNIUM (NE 94479) 90 35.8 1 • 64.6 68 12.7
Average 90 35.4 1.7 64.3 63.6 597 : 13.3
LSD(P=05) 2.4 0.8 1.1 6.4 ,
CV 4.8 35.2 1.3 7.1 ' • • • .
1=No lodging, 9 = 100% lodged.
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Lyman County - Kennebec
, The winter wheat variety strips near Kennebec were pianted on September 23,1999 with a
John Deere 610 plot drill. The varieties were seeded in five-foot strips 100 feet iong, with a
check strip of the variety TAM 107 after every fourth entry. The strips were harvested on July
16"^ with a smali plot combine and the information is given in Table 8. This was a single reptrial
so the information is not statistically analyzed. Due to the variation in the check variety (a range
of 9 bushels per acre between the lowest and highest yielding check strip), any differences less
than 5 bushels per acre are not considered significant.
Variety Height Lodging Moisture Yield Yield Test Wt. Protein
Inches 1-9* Percent Bu/A . 3 YrAvg Lb/Bu Percent
Check (TAM107) 38 11.5 70 61.3
Nekota 40 • 1 12.3 70 60.0 64.5 9.9
Alliance 41 11.9 77 59.8 61.1 8.4
Arapahoe 43 11.5 72 56.9 63.7 10.2
Tandem 44 12.8 70 59.1 63.0 11.1
Check (TAM 107) 38 • 11.4 66 62.0
Siouxland 48 12.1 78 56.9 60.7 10.2
Culver : 41 11.3 67 63.1 9.6
Quantum XH1888 41 12.0 83 62.0 9.2
Quantum AP7601 37 11.4 75 . 63.3 9.4
Check (TAM107) 37 12.4 69 63.4
2137 35 11.9 66 64.6 63.4 9.5
Jagger 38 13.8 74 65.4 64.7 9.2
Wesley 34 12.5 73 63.7 10.3
Nuplalns 35 13.0 69 64.1 9.4
Check (TAM 107) 37 11.2 69 59.6
Heyne 37 12.1 61 65.0 9.9
Betty 39 13.0 67 65.0 10.3
Vista 37 11.2 71 62.4 9.4
TAM 107 37 11.8 68 61.4 9.5
Check (TAM107) 37 10.5 63 61.1
Crimson 46 12.1 65 54.9 63.0 10.5
Rose 44 113.0 61 52.4 64.5 10.3
Windstar 40 11.9 66 57.6 62.3 10.7
Seward 47 1 11.4 63 57.9 61.3 , 9.5
Check (TAM107) 38 10.1 61 58.3
Rdughrider 49 13.0 53 , 44.3 65.4 10.7
Ransom 47 11.2 60 62.0 10.1
SD 92107 45 11.9 66 58.0 61.8 11.2
SD 93267 46 12.3 69 64.2 / 10.4
Check (TAM107) 39 10.1 61 59.6
Scout 66 44 11.0 68 50.0 62.4 .10.1 ,
Pronghorn 47 12.4 69 63.7 11.7
SD 94149 40 10.7 67 60.6 10.0
SD 94241 43 1 12.5 72 62.8 10.1
Check (TAM107) 38 10.6 65 60.3
NE 93616 . 41 1 11.7 74 62.4 11.1
NE 94479 41 10.6 72 59.6 10.6
Dawn 38 12.3 72 58.6 59.6 11.1
Check Average 37.8 11.0 65.5 60.7
Plot Average 40.7 15.7 70.0 62.7 10.0
1=No lodging, 9 = 100% iodged.
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WHEAT VARIETY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2000
Crop Adaptation Areas for South Dakota
(Revised 1992)
WINTER WHEAT
Recommended:
Variety
Alliance . -
PVP
Arapahoe
Nekota
Tandem''^'^
Windstar^^^ . .
Rose \
Crimson
Acceptable/Promising:
Variety
TAM 107"™^
Siouxiand
2137^^''
Wesley
Seward
Roughrider
Crop Adaptation Area
3,4''^5,6
1,3,4'",5,6,7
1 "^3,4 "=,5,6,7'"=
1 "==,3,4 "=,5,6,7"=
1 "=,3,4 "=.5,6,7"=
1 "=,2 "=,3"^ ,4"=,6,7.
1 "=,2 "=,3^ ,4"=,6,7
Crop Adaptation Area
4 "=,5,6
3,4 "=,5,6
1 "=,3,4 "=,5,6,7"=
1 "=,3,4 "=,5,6,7"=
1 "=,2 "=,4 "=,6,7
1 "=,2 "=,4,7
SPRING WHEAT
Recommended:
Variety
w~
PVP
PVP
Russ
Oxen
Forge
Hamer
Ingot
Acceptable/Promising:
Variety
Butte 86
2375 .
Ember^^'^
Sharp
DURUM WHEAT
Recommended:
Variety
Munich
Ben''^''
pvr
Crop Adaptation Area
Statewide
statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Crop Adaptation Area
Statevyide
Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Crop Adaptation Area
All durum areas
All durum areas
U.S. Plant Variety Protection applied for and/or issued; seed sales of these varieties are restricted to classes of certified seed.'
** PlantIntoprotective cover. . • ' .
# 2375 is owned by the NorthDakota State University Research Foundation(NDSURF). Seed is availablefor increase aihdsale as a class of certifieds
. through an agreement between NDSURFand South Dakota Foundation Seed Stocks.Division of SDSU.
Northern half of crop adaptation area.
^Westem half ofcrop adaptation area.
Source - Srnail Grains 2000 Variety Recommendations, EC774 •
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SPRING WHEAT VARIETY TRIALS
Objective: To evaluate standard and experimental hard spring wheat varieties for yield,
agronomic characteristics and adaptation to western South Dakota.
Procedure: Plots were seeded at three locations in April 1999 with a John Deere 610 or John
Deere 750 plot drill with 10 inch spacing. The experimental design was a randomized complete
block with four replications. The seeding rate was 1.390,000 seeds per acre (90 Lb/A). The
plots received 7.4 lbs N and 25 lbs P2O5 per acre as 10-34-0 with the seed. Herbicides were
applied in early June and varied according to weeds present. Plots were trimmed to 5' x 25'
after heading. The wheat was harvested in Juiy and August with a small plot combine. Height,
shatter, and lodging notes were taken at the time of harvest. Protein content was determined
with a Near Infrared Spectrophotometer (Technicon Infranlyzer 400).
Location Summaries
Pennington County-Wall
Planted: April 7,1999 Herbicide: Ally (V10 oz/A) +2,4-0 (5.3 oz/A LV-6), May 27.
Harvested: July 26,1999 ; Additional Nitrogen: 60 Lb/A
Previous crop: Conventional fallow
The growing conditions were favorable for springwheat at Wall in 1999. The plot averaged
45 Bu/A and test weights were good averaging 61.1 Lb/Bu. The best yielders in 1999 were
Reeder, Oxen, Parshall, Ember and Forge. Varieties with good three-year averages were
Forge, Oxen, Russ and Ember. Results are shown in Table 9.
Perkins County - Bison
Planted: April 19,1999 Herbicide: Ally (Vjo oz/A) + 2,4-D (5,3oz/A LV-6), June 2.
Harvested: Aug 4,1999 Additional Nitrogen: 80 Lb/A
Previous crop: Barley, No-ti|l planted
A favorable June with good moisture made excellent growing conditions for spring wheat at
Bison. The plot averaged 51 Bu/A. Top yielders were Russ, Forge, Oxen, Ingot and Ember.
The best varieties over three-years were Russ, Oxen, Forge, and Ember. The results are
presented In Table 10. •
Harding County - Ralph
planted: April lO, 1999 Herbicide: Ally (V10 oz/A) + 2,4-D (5.3oz/A Ly-6)
+ Assert (1 pint/A), June 2,1999.
Harvested: August 5, 1999 Additional Nitrogen: None
Previous crop: Conventional fallow
Growing conditions for spring grains were also excellent at Ralph in 1999, but because of
weed cpmpetition and a hardpan layer, yields were variable. Because of the high CV
comparisons of 1999 results are not valid. The three year data can be used and shows Ember,
Oxen, Forge and RuSs with the best yields. The results are shown in Table 11.
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VarietyHeightLodgingYieldBu/AProtein
Inches1-9*19993YearPercent
2375361494911.9
Butte8639434712.7
Chris43353513.8
Ember35545410.8:
Forge371565412.1
Hager3414912.7
Hamer33525112.6
HJ98345111.8
Ingot411554812.8
Ivan335212.1
Nora304614.5
Norlander34504812.7
Norpro3451;12.8
Oxen35565412.9
Parshall(ND694)395013.6
Reeder(ND695)365113.9
Russ41585513.0
Saxon365012.2
Sharp39504912.0
SD3310385612.6
SD33354215312.8
SD3345.425611.8
SD3348!375712.5
SD3355425811.6
SD3367365912.6
SD3407395212.4
SD3414354612.5
SD8119405612.4
ND709-9364913.3
ND716354613.3
MN93413365110.6
Argent(white)384112.8
377s(white)353912.4
Average:36.6150.749.512.6
LSD(P=.05)2.205.07.0
CV4.207.010.0
1=Nolodging,9=100%lodged.
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DURUM WHEAT VARIETY TRIALS
Objective: To evaluate standard and experimental durum wheat varieties for yield, agronomic
characteristics and adaptation to western South Dakota.
Procedure: Plots were seeded at three locations in April 1999 with a John Deere 610 or John
Deere 750 plot drill with 10 inch spacing. The experimental design was a randomized complete
block with four replications. The seeding rate was 1,390,000 seeds per acre (90 Lb/A). The
plots received 7.4 lbs N and 25 lbs P2O5 per acre as 10-34-0 with the seed. Herbicides were
applied in early June and varied according to weeds present. Plots were trimmed to 5' x 25'
after heading. The wheat was harvested in July and August with a small plot combine. Height,
shatter, and lodging notes were taken at the time of harvest. Protein content was determined
with a Near Infrared Spectrophotometer (Technicon Infranlyzer400).
Location Summaries
Plots not harvested
Location Reason :
Harding County -Ralph Weed Competition, Variation
Pennington County - Wall
Planted: April 7,1999 Herbicide: Bronate (16 oz/A), May 27.
Harvested: July 29,1999 Additional Nitrogen: 60 Lb/A
The yields at Wall were exceiieht considering durum wheat's late nriaturity. The plot
averaged 44 Bu/A with test weights averaging 62.1 Lb/Bu. The top yield group in 1999 included
Mountrail, Plaza and Maier. Results are shown in Table 12.
Perkins County ^ Bison
Planted: April 19,1999 Herbicide: Ally (V10 oz/A) + 2,4-D (5.3 oz/A LV-6), June 2.
Harvested: August 4,1999 Additional Nitrogen: 80 Lb/A
Yields at Bison averaged 52 Bu/Ain 1999. The test weights were light because of the high
moisture content of the grain. The top yield group in 1999 included Mbuntraii, Munich, Belzer
and Lebsock. Results are shown in Table 13.
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Table 12. Durum Wheat Variety Trial
Variety Height Test Wt Yield Bu/A Protein
Inches Lb/Bu 1999 .3 Year Percent
BELZER 37 61.2 42 13.0
BEN 37 63.1 40 46 15.8
LEBSOCK 34 63.2 43 14.8
MAIER 35 62.8 45 15.2
MOUNTRAIL 36 61.7 48 13.8
MUNICH 33 62.2 44 47 15.6
PLAZA 29 62.3 47 : 14.0
SCEPTRE 36 61.1 41 14.6
UTOPIA 27 61.1 43 14.0
Average 33.7 62.1 43.7 46.5 14.6
LSD (P=.05) 1.6 1.1 3.4 • ,
CV 3.2 1.2 5.3 6.0
Table 13. Durum Wheat Variety Trial - Perkins County (Bison), 1996,98,99.
Variety Height Moisture Test Wt Yield , Bu/A Protein
inches Percent Lb/Bu 1999 3 Year Percent
BELZER : 42 24.9 52.9 55 : 11.0
BEN 41 ! 19.2 57.8 52 V 34 10.4
LEBSOCK 38 19.7 59.8 54 11.8
MAIER V 39 25.6 55.2 51 13.8
MOUNTRAIL 39 19.4 58.3 61 8.8
MUNiCH 37 19.2 ;59.4 55 34 10.4-
PLAZA 31 21.4 : 55.5 53 9.6
SCEPTRE 40 17.3 57.6 ; 45 11:8
UTOPIA 28 15.4 56.0 . 45 11.4
Average / 37.1 20,1 57.3 52.1 34.0 11.0
LSD (P=.05) 1.8 8.2 1.2 7.2 . .
CV 3.4 28.2 1.4 9.5 . .
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OAT AND BARLEY VARIETY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2000
Crop Adaptation Areas for South Dakota
(Revised 1992)
OATS
Recommended:
Variety
Don
Jerry
Troy
PVP
Crop Adaptation Area
1,4^5.6,7
Statewide
1,2,4^6.7
Acceptable/Promising:
Variety Crop Adaptation Area
Riser
Settler
PVP
2.3
Statewide
SPRING BARLEY
Recommended:
Variety
6 Row
Exc^''
Robust
Stander
Foster''^''
2 Row
Logan
Acceptable/Promising:
Variety
2 Row
Conlon''^''
Crop Adaptation Area
1.2.4,6,7
1,2,4,6,7
Statewide
Statewide
1,4^6,7
Crop Adaptation Area
1.4^6,7
Excel, Foster, Robust and Stander are approved
American Malting Barley Association varieties. ,
U.S. Plant Variety Protection applied for and/or Issued; seed sales of tfiese varieties are restricted to classes of certified s
" Norttiem tiaif ofcrop adaptation area..
Source - Small Grains Variety Recommendations, EC774..
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OAT VARIETY TRAILS
Objective: To evaluate standard and experimental oat varieties for yield, agronomic
characteristics and adaptation to western South Dakota.
Procedure: Plots were seeded at two locations in April 1999 with a John Deere 610 or John
Deere 750 plot drill with 10 inch spacing. All locations were fallow the previous year. The
experimental design was a randomized complete blockwith four replications. The seeding rate
was 1,390,000 seeds per acre (64 Lb/A). The plots received 7.4 ibs N and 25 lbs P2O5 per acre
as 10-34-0 with the seed. Herbicides were applied in early June and varied according to weeds
present. Plots were trimmed to 5' x 25' after heading. The oats were harvested in July and
August with a small plot combine. Height, shatter, and lodging notes were taken at the time of
harvest. Protein conteht was determined with a Near Infrared Spectrophotometer (Technicon
Infranlyzer 400).
Location Summaries
Pennington County - Wali
Planted: April 7,1999 Herbicide: Bronate (16 oz/A), May 27.
Harvested: July 26,1999 Additional Nitrogen: 60 Lb/A
Previous crpp: Conventional fallow
Wall had an average yield of 105 Bu/Awith test weights averaging 39.7 Lb/Bu. Ebeltoft was
the top yielding variety with Jerry, Troy and Don dong well in 1999. The best three-year
average yields were had by Troy, Jerry, Don and Settler. Results are presented in Table 14.
Perkins County - Bison
Planted: April 19,1999 Herbicide: Bronate (16 oz/A), June 2.
Harvested: August 4,1999 Additional Nitrogen!: 80 Lb/A
Previous crop: Barley, no-till planted
Bison had excellent oat yields again in 1999. The yields averaged an amazing 129 Bu/Awith
very good test weights averaging 41.7 Lb/Bu. The top yield group for 1999 included Ebeltoft
and Jerry, it should be noted that Ebeltoft had one of the lowest test weights in the trial. The top
yield group for the three-year averages were Jerry, Don, Troy and Settler. Results are shown in
Table 15.
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Variety Height Lodging TestWt Yield Bu/A Protein
Inches 1-9* Lb/Bu 1999 3 Year Percent
DON 31 39.1 115 93 9.6
EBELTOFT(ND 910916) 34 1 37.2 132 10.0
HYTEST 37 1 39.6 87 76 11.7
JERRY 35 1 38.6 123 94 10.8
PAUL (HULLESS) 39 1 43.3; 75 12.4
RISER 33 1 38.7 92 79 10.4
SETTLER 35 39.5 111 92 10.7
TROY 37 39.8 118 99 10.5
YOUNGS (ND 900697) 39 37.2 112 10.7
SD 93018 31 40.5 114 10.8
SD 94004 34 40.8 106 ,9.5
SD 94160 39 38.9 110 9.7
SD 95298 34 38.1 103 10.7
SD 95300 37 38.9 106 10.6
SD 95963 (HULLESS) 38; 46.2 91 12.9
SD 96709 (HULLESS) 35 43.0 87 12.0
SD 97575 36 40.2 103 10.2
MN 94112 37 35.3 113 10.9
Average 35.4 1.0 39.7 105.4 ,89.0 10.8
LSD(P=05) 3.2 0.0 1.5 8.6 .
CV 6.3 0.0 2.7 5.7
1 = No Lodging, 9 = 100% lodged.
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Table15.OatVarietyTrial-PerkinsCounty(Bison),1996,98,99.
VarietyHeightLodgingTestWtYieldBu/AProtein
Inches1-9*Lb/Bu19993YearPercent
DON371.340.61371139.2
EBELTOFT(ND910916)39137.515510.0
HYTEST46144.21079111.5
JERRY44142.114111811.0
PAUL(HULLESS)49145.910012.1
RISER38241.11129210.6
SETTLER413.840.712911111.4
TROY47239.513111111.4
YOUNGS(ND900697)491.338.413910.4
SD9301836142.712810.5
SD9400439143;813310.2
SD94160461.340.2,14010.1
SD95298441.538.414210.1
SD9530043139.913411.0
SD95963(HULLESS)45148.110612.6
SD96709(HULLESS)41145.511512.2
SD97575432.841.51329.9
MN94112461.339.814510.8
Average42.81.441.7129.2106.0.10.8
LSD(P=.05)2.11.21.614.47.0.
CV3.556.92.87.97.0
1=NoLodging,9=100%lodged.
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SPRING BARLEY VARIETY TRIALS
Objective: To evaluate standard and experimental spring barley varieties foryieid, agronomic
characteristics and adaptation to western South Dakota.
Procedure: Plots were seeded at three locations in April 1999 with a John Deere 610 or John
Deere 750 plot drill with 10 inch spacing. The experimental design was a randomized compiete
block with four repiications. The seeding rate was 1,210,000 seeds per acre (117 Lb/Afor two
row, 83 Lb/A for six-row). The plots received 7.4 lbs Nand 25 lbs P2O5 per acre as 10-34-0with
the seed. Herbicides were appiied in early June and varied according to weeds present. Plots
were trimmed to 5' x 25' after heading. The barley was harvested in July and August with a
small plot combine. Height, shatter, and iodging notes were taken at the time of harvest.
Protein content was determined with a Near Infrared Spectrophotometer (Technicon Infranlyzer
400).
Location Summaries
Pennington County - Wall
Planted: April 7,1999 Herbicide: Bronate (16 oz/A), May 27.
Harvested: July 26,1999 Additional Nitrogen: 60 Lb/A
Previous crop: Conventional fallow
At Wall yields averaged 64 Bu/A and test weights averaged 47.2 Lb/Bu- The varieties Excel
and Foster had the best yields in 1999. The varieties with the best three-year averages were
Foster, Excel and Logan. Results are shown in Table 16.
Perkins County - Bison
Planted: April 19,1999 Herbicide: Ally (V10 oz/A) + 2,4-D (5.3 oz/A LV-6), June 2.
Harvested: July 28,1999 Additional Nitrogen: 80 Lb/A
Previous crop: Barley, No-till planted
Bison had good bariey yields in 1999 averaging 70 Bu/Awith a 50,5 Lb/Bu average test
weight. There were no significant yield differences in 1999 with all the varieties yielding within
twelve bushels of each other. The three-year averages were even closer with only a six bushel
range between varieties. The results are presented in Table 17-
Harding County - Ralph
Planted: April 19,1999 Herbicide: Aliy (V10 oz/A) + 2,4-D (5.3 oz/A LV-6)
+ Assert (1 pint/A), June 2,1999.
Harvested: August 5, 1999 Additional Nitrogen: None
Previous crop: Conventional faliow
Growing conditions for barley were good at Ralph in 1999. The average yield was 54 Bu/A
with test weights averaging 52.3 Lb/Bu. The varieties with the best yields in 1999 were M98,
Excel, Logan, Foster and Robust. Conlon, Excel, Foster and Logan had the best three-year
averages. Results are presented in Table 18.
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Table 16. Spring Barley Variety Trial - Pennington County (Wall), 1997-99.
Variety Type Height Lodging TestWt Yield Bu/A Protein
Inches 1-9* Lb/Bu 1999 3 Year Percent
CONLON 2 row 29 47.4 64 55 11.1
LOGAN 2 row 29 46.7 63 60 11.6
2ND16092 2 row 30 48.7 61 11.6
2ND16461 2 row 29 48.9 62 11.3
EXCEL 6 row 30 / 46.0 74 60 10.5
FOSTER 6 row 33 46.8 69 62 10.6
MNBRITE 6 row 34 1 47.4 63 12.1
ROBUST 6 row 34 46.3 61 52 11.2 .
STANDER 6 row 30 47.5 63 53 11.5
M98 6 row 31 47.6 67 11.6
ND 15477 6 row 33 46.3 64 11.6
Average 31.1 1.0 47.2 64.3 56.9 11.4
LSD(P=.05) 1.6 0.0 1.9 6.0
CV 3.6 0.0 2.7 6.4
* 1 = no lodging, 9 = 100% lodged.
Table 17. Spring BarleyVarietyTrial - Perkins County (Bison), 1995,98,99.
Variety Type Height Lodging TestWt Yield Bu/A Protein
Inches, 1-9* Lb/Bu 1999 3 Year Percent
CONLON 2 row 34 ,1 51.7 67 9.9
LOGAN 2 row 34 1.5 51.7 69 . 64 9.4
2ND16092 2 row 34 .1: 54.2 77 9.8
2ND16461 2 row 35 1 52.6 69 9.6
EXCEL 6 row 38 3.8 46.9 65 67 8.6
FOSTER 6 row 38 2.3 48.6 72 73 8.6
MNBRITE 6 row 40 3.3 50.2 70 10.5
ROBUST 6 row 39 1.8 49.9 69 65 • 10.0
STANDER 6 row 38 2.0 49.6 76 69 9.4
M98 6 row 35 1.8 50.7 71 9.5
ND 15477 6 row 39 1.3 50.3 64 10.7
Average 36.5 1.8 50.5 69.9 67.7 9.6 :
LSD(P=.05) 2.6 1;3 1.6 NS
CV 5.0 50.3 V 2.1 14.2
1 = no lodging, 9 = 100% lodged.
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Table 18. Spring Barley Variety Trial - Harding County (Ralph), 1997-99.
Variety Type Height Lodging Test Wt Yield Bu/A Protein
Inches 1-9* Lb/Bu 1999 3 Year Percent
CONLON 2 row 24 1 54.7 50 57 .9.9
LOGAN 2 row 24 1 54.0 56 51 9.4
2ND16092 2 row 24 54.7 45 9.8
2ND16461 2 row 23 54.3 42 9.6
EXCEL 6 row 27 50.2 59 56 8.6
FOSTER 6 row 28 51.1 55 55 8.6
MNBRITE 6 row 29 50.7 51 10.5
ROBUST , 6 row 27 51.8 55 48 10.0
STANDER 6 row 25 51.4 54 49 9.4
M98 6 row 26 51.7 65 9.5
ND 15477 6 row 30 51.4 55 10.7
Average 25.8 1.0 52.3 53.5 52.7 9.6
LSD(P=.05) 3.4 0.0 0.9 11.1
CV 9.0 0.0 1.2 14.3
1 = no lodging, 9 = 100% lodged.
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SPRING TRITICALE VARIETY TRIALS
Objective; Spring Triticale varieties have done weii in North Dakota triais and have potential as
a feed grain. So this trial was initiated to evaluate standard and experimental spring triticale
varieties for yield, agronomic characteristics and adaptation to western South Dakota.
Procedure: Spring triticale varieties obtained from Resource Seeds and one spring wheat
check (Forge) were planted near Wall and Bison South Dakota. The experimental design was a
randomized complete blockwith four replications^ A seeding rate of 1,390,000 seeds per acre
was used and liquid starter fertilizer (10-34-0 at 6.3 gai/A) applied at 7.4-25-0 pounds per acre.
Plots were trimmed to 5' x 25' after heading. The plot was harvested in July and August with a
small plot combine. Height, shatter, and lodging notes were taken at the time of harvest.
Summary
Petinington County - Wall
Planted: April 7,1999 Herbicide: Ally (Vio oz/A) + 2,4-D (6.4 oz/A LV-6), May 27.
Harvested: July29,1999 Additional Nitrogen: 60 Lb/A
Previous crop: Conventional fallow
The plot averaged 2917 LB/A and test weights averaged 55.1 Lb/Bu.The triticale varieties
are late in maturity, but seem adapted to the area and most yielded better than Russ spring
wheat. The newer varieties are much shorter and have better seed quality than the older
varieties that have been tested in the past. Results are shown in Table 19.
Perkins County-Bison
Planted: April 19,1999 Herbicide: Brohate (16 oz/A), June 2.
Harvested: August 4,1999 Additional Nitrogen: 80 Lb/A
Previous crop: Barley, No-till planted ;
Like the other crops at Bison, the triticale yields were excellent at Bison. The plot averaged
3916 Lb/A, the spring wheat variety Forge averaged 3360 Lb/A at the same location. The high
grain moisture at harvest reduced test weights to only47.4 Lb/Bu. The results are shown in
Table 20.
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Variety Height Lodging Test Wt Yield
Inches 1-9* Lb/Bu Lb/A
Marvel 41 47.6 2089
Trical 303 35 56.0 2993
Trical310 38 55.5 3339
93T61307 34 55.0 3152
94T20635 30 55.3 3395
95T40611 30 ,52.1 2679
Forge (sp. wheat) 34 64.4 2775
Grand Mean 34.4 1.0 55.1 2917.5
LSD(P=.05) 1.8 0.0 1.2 240.6
CV 3.5 0.0 1.5 5.6
1=No lodging, 9 = 100% lodged.
Variety Height Lodging Moisture Test Wt Yield
Inches 1-9* Percent Lb/Bu Lb/A
Marvel • 48 1 25.7 42.6 3509
Trical 303 41 1 25.1 .49.5 4036
Trical 310 40 1 . 23.2 52.0 4214
Trical 2700 56 1 30.6 45.5 3904
Grand Mean 45:9 1.0 26.2 47.4 3915.8
LSD(P=.05) 2.6 0.0 2.3 2.8 543.9
CV 3.5 0.0 5.4 3.7 8.7
1=No lodging, 9 = 100% lodged.
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SAFFLOWER VARIETY TRIAL
Objective: To evaluate saffiower varieties for yield and adaptation to western South Dakota.
Procedure: Eleven varieties were planted at 210,000 seeds/A (-25 Lb/A) in a randomized
complete block experiment with four replications near Wall and Oelrichs, South Dakota. The
previousyear was fallow. The plots were planted inApril with a John Deere 610 drill set to 10-
inch row spacing. The plots were harvested with a small plot combine. Results are shown in
tables 21 and 22.
Pennlngton County - Wall
Planted: April 29,1999 Herbicide: 1% pints Roast, May 22.
Harvested: September 1,1999 Additional Nitrogen: 40 Lb/A
Fall River County- Oelrichs
Planted: May 3,1999 Herbicide: '*/io oz. Harmony Extra, 114 pints Roast, June 9.
Harvested: September 21,1999 Additional Nitrogen: None
Discussion: Again in 1999 we had less than ideal conditions for growing saffiower. The cool
wet weather in June and humid July and August caused disease problems for the crop. There
were many empty and partially filled seeds, which can be noted by the light testweights
averaging 33.5 and 31.6 Lb/Bu. The Oelrichs location also suffered from herbicide damage. It
was sprayed with Harmony Extra instead of Harmony. The Harmony Extra contains the
herbicide Express which seriously stunted the saffiower. Because of the damage, yield
comparisons from Oelrichs should not be made. AtWall the varieties Montola 2000, S-541,
Finch, S-518, S-345 and O/W 88 OL had the best yield in 1999. But of these varieties only
Finch had an acceptable test weight above 37 Lb/Bu. The best three-year averages were S-
518, Finch, Montola 2000 and S-541. Results are shown in Tables 21 and 22.
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Table 21. Safflower Variety Trial - Pennington County (Wall) 1997-99.
Variety Oil Type Color Test Wt Yield Lb/A
1 =white Lb/Bu 1999 3-Yr
Centennial linoleic 5 32.5 1023 842
Finch linoleic 1 38.5 1801 1225
Morlin linoleic 9 33.2 979 889
SeedTec S-541 linoleic 3 34.1 1819 1179
SeedTec S-735 linoieic 5 31.9 1002
SeedTec 7102exp linoleic 2 32.5 1207
CalWest C/W 88 OL oleic 7 34.0 1637 1161
Montola 2000 oleic 1 35.7 1923 1211
Montola 2001 oleic 7 31.3 1368 932
Montola 2003 oleic 2 36.7 1631
SeedTec S-345 oleic 4 31.8 1684
SeedTec S-518 ; oleic 4 32.0 1718 1281
SeedTec 8101 exp oleic 4 31.3 652
Grand Mean 4.2 33.5 1419 1090
LSD(P=05) , 1.6 288
CV 3.4 14.2
Table 22. Safflower Variety Trial - Fall River County (Oelrichs) 1997-99.
Variety Oil Type Color TestWt Yield Lb/A
1 =white Lb/Bu 1999 3-Yr
Centennial linoleic 5 32.2 740 1000
Finch linoleic 1 35.4 953 1447
Morlin linoieic 9 32.3 473 1011
SeedTec S-541 linoleic 3 32;9 671 1049
SeedTec S-735 linoleic 5 30.2 500
SeedTec 7102exp linoleic 2 27.8 ; 180
CalWest C/W 88 OL oleic 1 30.8 739 1214
Montola 2000 oleic 1 34.4 1056 1207
Montola 2001 oleic 7 31.9 ' : 1071 1034 .
Montola 2003 oleic 2 35.6 845
SeedTec S-345 oleic 4 27.8 404
SeedTec S-518 oleic 4 30.5 929, 1155
SeedTec 8101 exp oleic 4 28.9 325
Grand Mean 4.2 31.6 684 1140
LSD(P=05) , . 1.7 218
CV . 3.8 22.1
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SOYBEAN VARIETY TRIAL
Objective: To evaluate soybean varieties for yield and adaptation to western South Dakota.
Procedure: Five varieties were planted at 180,000 seeds/A in a randomized complete block
experiment with four replications near Wall and Oelrichs, South Dakota. The previous year was
fallow. The plots were planted in June with a John Deere 750 drill set to 10-inch row spacing and
soybean inoculum {Bradyrhizobiumjaponicum) was added to the seed at planting time. The plots
were harvested with a small plot combine. Results are shown in tables 23.
Pennington County - Wall
Planted: June 8,1999 Herbicide: 4 oz Pursuit 1^4 pints Roast, June 22.
Harvested: October 13,1999 Additional Nitrogen: 60 Lb/A
Discussion: 1999 was an exceptional year for soybeans in western South Dakota. The
plentiful rainfall and higher than normal humidity in July and August allowed the beans to flower
and set pods without stress. This lead to an average yield of 42 Bu/A and 55.6 Lb/Bu test
weights. The normal weather patterns from July 15 through Sept 1®' usually tends toward hot
and dry conditions when soybeans are most susceptible to drought stress. Past yields of
soybean trials in the Wall area have yielded only 5-15 Bu/A, which Would be a more realistic
yield goal most years.
Variety Maturity Height Lodging TestWt Yield
Group Inches 1-9* Lb/Bu Bu/A
Stride 21 1 57.2 46
Surge 20 1 54.3 44
Stine 0900-4 RR 21 1 54.2 41
Stine 1006-4 RR 23 1 : 55.6 34
Cargil B164 RR 25 1 56.4 45
Grand Mean 21.9 1.0 55.6 41.6
LSD (P=.05) . 1.8 0.0 0.7 5.7
ev • . • 5.2 0.0 0.8 8.9
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FIELD PEA VARIETY TRIALS
Objective: To evaluate field pea varieties for yield and adaptation to western South Dakota.
Procedure: Field peas were planted in a randomized complete block experiment with four
replications near Selby, Wall and Bison, South Dakota. The Wall and Selby trial had ten entries;
the Bison trial had four entries. The seeding rate was 300,000 seeds/A (90 - 220 Lb/A). The
peas were inoculated with a granular pea inoculum {Rhizobium leguminosarium biovar viceae)
just prior to planting. A John Deere 750 or 610 drill with 10-inch spacing was used to plant the
trials in April 1999. The peas were harvested for grain in July and August with a Wintersteiger
small plot combine equipped with vine lifters and a pickup reel. The results are given inTable
25. Table 24 shows variety characteristics.
Location Information
Selby Wall Bison
Planted: 4/20 4/29 4/19
Harvested: 7/23 7/29 8/4
Herbicide: Pursuit Poast Poast
3 oz/A 20 oz/A 20 oz/A
Summary: The Bison plot suffered from heavy weed pressure, because a burndown was not
done prior to planting. This allowed the weeds to get ahead of the peas and significantly reduce
yields, so the data is not being presented here. At Selby harvest problems led to a high CV so
this data is also unusable. The Selby location did average 47 Bu/A with 62.3 Lb/Bu test
weights.
At Wall yields were good considering the late planting date. The average yield was 33 Bu/A
with 63.8 Lb/Bu average test weights. The top yield group in 1999 included Delta, Grande,
Majoret, Carneval and Integra. The varieties Grande, Majoret, Cameval, Atomic and Profi had
good three-year averages at Wall. Arvika and 40-10 Magda would be excellent choices for
forage with their normal leaf type and vigorous growth.
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Table 24. Field Pea Characteristics.
Variety Maturity Leaf type Vine Length Seed Size
Yellow cotvledon
Grande Med-Late Normal Long Medium
Delta Early Semi-Leafless Short . Medium
Carneval Medium Seml-Leafless Short-Med Med-Smali
Profi Eariy-Med Semi-Leafless Short Medium
Integra Early ; Semi-Leafless Short-Med Large
Green cotvledon
Majoret Early Semi-Leafiess Short-Med Med-Large
Atomic Early Semi-Leafless Short-Med V. Large
Toledo Early Semi-Leafless Short Large
Foraae
Arvika Late Normal Long Small
40-10 Magda Late Normal Long Small
Austrian Winter Late Normal Long V. Small
Variety Seed Size Height Lodging Test Wt Yield : Bu/A
Seeds/Lb Inches 1-9* Lb/Bu 1999 3Yr
Austrian Winter 3755 33 , 8.3 64.1 30 26
40-10 Magda 2830 36 : 8.0 ,64.2 30
Arvika 2830 36 8.5 63.0 29 31 \
Grande 2050 24 65.5 37 36
Carneval 2249 22 63.0 34 35
Delta 2023 22 64.3 38
Integra 1905 22 62.3 33 33
Profi 1995 23 63.2 30 34
Atomic 1760 20 64.3 32 : 35
Majoret 2004 23 64.4 36 35
Toledo 1932 21 62.2 32
CEB1463 2286 25 63.0 37
CEB 1484 2004 21 64.3 32
Carneval/Grande . 2104 25 64.8 31 •;
AVERAGE 2266 25.1 2.6 63.8 33.0 32.4
LSD (.05) 3.2 0.4. 1.0 5.3
CV ; 9.0 11.6 1.1 11.3 • '
'1=^ lodging, 9= 100% lodged.
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CHICKPEA VARIETY TRIAL
Objective: To evaluate chickpea varieties for yield and adaptation to western South Dakota.
Procedure: Six varieties of chickpeas were in a randomized complete block experiment withfour
replications near Wall, South Dakota. Five of the varieties are kabuli types, which are grown for
the large seeded garbanzo bean salad bar market. The other variety (Myies) is a desi type, which
accounts for,90% of the market outside the United States and is grown as a protein source for
humans and livestock. Kabuli types used a planting rate of 150 Lb/A (~3seeds ft^) Desi types 90
Lb/A (~4 seeds ft^). The plots were planted on April 29*" with a John Deere 610 drill set to 10-inch
row spacing. It was sprayed with 20 oz/A Poaston May 27*^ to control grassyweeds. The plots
were harvested on October 13"^ with a small plot combine. Results are shown in Tables 26.
Table 26. Chickpea Variety Trail - Pennington County (Wall), 1997-99.
Variety Height Lodging TestWt Seed size Yield Lb/A
Inches 1-9* Lb/Bu Seeds/oz 1999 3Yr.
Dweily 17 58.1 50 1363 1289
Sanford 18 58.2 69 1423 1274
Evans 17 57.8 63 1366 1146:
UC-27 15 57.1 58 1263
CAI88587 16 57.2 51 1355
Myles (desi) 16 • 1 50.6 193 1131 1313
Grand Mean 16.3 1.0 56.5 80.7 1317 1255
LSD(P=.05) 4.8 0.0 1.3 137.1
CV 11.5 0.0 1.5 6.9
Discussion: Chickpeas did fairly well in 1999, even with a fair amount of competition from wild
buckwheat. The drier weather in the later part of the growing season allowed the plants to
mature evenly and produce good quality seed. The best Kabuli type was Dweily, it had decent
yield and godd seed size, itwould be the one to consider forthe human consumption market,
where good color and seed size below 56 seeds per ounce is preferred. The desi type typically
has good yields in South Dakota, but would have a very limited market in the United States.
Chickpeas are well adapted to the dry semi-arid climate of South Dakota, but have a limited
market potential at the present time.
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FIELD PEA STARTER FERTILIZER STUDY
Objective: Peas are known to be sensitive to fertilizer salts, so this study was conducted to
evaluate the effect of in furrow starter fertilizer on field pea stands and yields.
Procedure: Field peas were planted in a randomized complete block experiment with four
replications near Wall, South Dakota. The variety Grande was planted at 300,000 seeds/A on
April 29"^. The peas were inoculated with a granular pea inoculum {Rhizobium leguminosarium
biovar viceae) just prior to planting. Three types of fertilizer, ammonium phosphate (11-52-0),
phosphate (0-46-0) and ammonium nitrate (34-0-0) at three rates were placed with the seed.
Stand counts were taken on June 4'̂ and the peas were harvested for grain on July 23"^^ with a
Wintersteiger small plot combine equipped with vine lifters and a pickup reel. The results are
given in the following table.
Table 27. Field Pea Starter Study - Pennington County (Wall) 1999.
Treatment Stand Height Lodging TestWt Yield
Plants/A Inches 1-9* Lb/Bu Bu/A
Check 249280 24 1 63.9 46
25# 11-52-0 207296 24 1 64.1 48
50# 11-52-0 175808 26 1 64.3 46
75# 11-52-0 149568 25 1 65.2 47
30# 0-46-0 209920 24 1 64.4 47
60# 0-46-0 / 191552 25 1 64.3 46 :
90# 0-46-p 209920 26 1 64.7 48
8# 34-0-0 207296 23 1 64.4 48
16# 34-0-0 236160 23 t 64.7 48
24# 34-0-0 225664 24 .1 65.3 46^
Average 206246 24.3 1.0 64.5 46.9
LSD(P=.05) 52051.7 2.3 0.0 1.2 4.6
cv ; 17.4 6.6 0.0 1.3 5.8
*1=No lodging, 9=100% lodged.
Summary: the addition ofany ofthe fertilizers with the seed reduced stands 10 to 40 percent.
The amrnonjum phosphate had the greatest stand reduction and showed a linear response to
rate. The phosphate and ammonium nitrate also reduced stands, but differing rates showed no
difference in stand reduction. As far as yields were concerned there was no significant
differences among any of the treatments. The favorable growing conditions allowed the peas to
compensate for reduced stands. In a drier year the plots with reduced stand probably would
have shown reduced yields also. This study and others conducted at North Dakota State
University would indicate that putting fertilizer with the seed is not a sound practice, the fertilizer
should be broadcast or placed beside the seed.
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FIELD PEA SEEDING RATE STUDY
Objective: To evaluate the response of field peas to different seeding rates.
Procedure: Field peas were planted in a randomized complete block experiment with four
replications near Wall, South Dakota. The varieties Grande (normal leaf type) and Profi (semi-
leafless type) were planted at250K, 300K and 350K seeds/A. on April 29"^. Poast (20 o^A)
was applied on May 27^ to control grassyweeds. The peas were harvested for grain on July
23"^ with a Wintersteiger small plot combine equipped with vine lifters and a pickup reel. The
results are given in the following table.
Table 28. Field Pea Seeding Rate Study - Pennington County (Wall) 1999.
Treatment Height Lodging TestWt Yield
Name Inches 1-9* Lb/Bu Bu/A
Grande 250K 25 .1 64.7 38
Grande 300K 24 1 65.1 40
Grande 350K 25 1 64.0 39
Profi 250K 23 1 62.5 31
Profi 300K 23 1 62.7 35
Profi 350K 24 . 1 62.5 35
Average 23.9 1.0 63.6 36.2
LSD(P=.05) 2.6 0.0 1.3 6.3
CV 7.1 0.0 1.4 11.2
"1 =No lodging, 9=100% lodged.
Summary:: There were no significant yield differences between planting rates although there
were some weed problems on the edge of the plot. This caused higher than expected variation
and made jt difficult to detect any differences between seeding rates. This study is planned
again for 2000 to further investigate the optimum seeding rate for field peas.
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CHICKPEA SEEDING RATE STUDY
Objective: To evaluate the response of chickpeas to different seeding rates.
Procedure: Chickpeas were planted in a randomized complete block experiment with four
repiications near Wail, South Dakota. The variety Dwelly (kabuli type) was pianted at 3,4 and
5 seeds/ft^ and the variety Myles (desi type) 3,4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 seeds/tfApril 29"^. Grassy
weeds were controlled with an appiication of 20 oz/A of Roast on May 27 . The peas were
harvested for grain on October 13**^ with a Wintersteiger small plot combine. The results are
given in the following table.
Height Lodging TestWt Yield
Treatment
Inches 1-9* Lb/Bu Lb/A
Desi type
4seeds/ft^ 12 1 51.9 759
5 seeds/ft^ 12 1 51.5 874
6 seeds/ft^ 13 1 51.5 729
7 seeds/ft^ 12 1 51.6 978
8 seeds/ft^ 12 1 50.7 956
LSD(P=,05) 0.9 0.0 1.0 295.4
CV 2.6 0.0 • 1-3 22.3
Kabulitype
3 seeds/ft^ 17 1 58.6 1194
4seeds/ft^ 17 1 58.4 1170
5 seeds/ft^ 17 1 58.1 1255
LSD (P=.05) 1.8 0.0 . 0.6 506.7
CV 2.4 0.0 0.6 24.3
'1-No lodging, 9=100% lodged.
Summary: This trial had problems with wild buckwheat infestation. Because of the weed
pressure, the variation (CV) was very high so no conclusions can be drawn from this study.
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Effective Micro-organisms (EM) on Winter Wheat
Cooperator: Kip Matklns (Sturgis), William Miller (Oelrichs), Crown Partnership (Wall)
Objectives: To evaluate use of EM , a slurry of beneficial microbes that when seed treated was
advertised to increase yield , test weight, and protein content of various crops.
Procedure: Crimson (a hard red winter wheat) and Platte (a hard white winter wheat) were
seed treated with 1 ml of EM to 500 ml water. We used a 30 ml mix for 400 grams of seed.
All seed was thoroughly mixed with the solution for 5 minutes then laid out to air dry for 30
minutes. The seed was planted either that day or the following day on each location. Seeding
rate was at 75 lbs per acre and 10-34-0 starter fertilizer was used at 6 gallons per acre.
Precautions were made to not let direct sunlight heat up the sample and kill the bacteria that
was on the seed. Check strips of non-treated seed were planted next to the EM treated seed
for comparison.
Results: Table 30.
Treatment, variety,
and location
Oz prod
/Acre
Planting
Date
Harvest
Date
Protein
Content (%)
Test Weight
(Lbs / bu)
Yield
(Bu / acre)
EM Crimson
(Sturgis)
.17 Sept. 17,98 July 22, 99 13.7 63.4 43.9 •
Crimson Check
(Sturgis)
CV =
LSD =
0.00 Sept. 17, 98 July 22, 99 13.6 63.4
.68
.97 ,
46.0
. 12.47
12.61
EM Crimson
(Oelrichs)
.17 Sept. 28, 98 July 21, 99 10.8 63.4 82.3
Crimson Check
(Oelrichs)
CV =
LSD =
0.00 Sept. 28, 98 July 21,99 10.3 63.9
.73
1.05
88.2
3.9
7.48
EM Crimson
(Wall)
.17 Sept 30, 98 July 14, 99 n/a 62.4 59.6
Crimson Check
(Wall)
0-00 Sept. 30,98 July 14, 99 n/a 63.7 67.7
EM Platte
(Wall)
.17 Sept. 30, 98 July 14, 99 n/a 63.4 52.0
Platte Check
(Wall)
o.oo Sept 30, 98 July 14,99 n/a 65.4 . 51.0
Discussion: The proclaimed theory by the supplier of this product is that by seed treatment
thus introducing beneficial microbes to the soil would allow additional release of organic matter
thus improving yields, test weight, and protein content of the grain. These trials have only one
year of data but indicate no advantage to use of the EM product.
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SDSU REDUCED TILLAGE CROP ROTATION STUDY
WALL, SOUTH DAKOTA 1999
Objectives: To evaluate the economic retums from the total crop rotation each year.
Funding: The South Dakota Wheat Commission and the South Dakota Oil Seeds Council have shared
the funding on this crop rotation study.
Cooperator: Crown Partnership of Wall, South Dakota.
Procedures: The study with the 11 different rotations was established in the spring of 1994. The rotations
are 2 to 6 years in duration and we have completed at least one full cycle In all of the rotation sequences.
Ail the crops in each rotation are grown each year and the rotations are replicated 4 times at this iocation.
Reduced and no-till production practices are used to grow the crops in the rotations. The continuous crop
miliet, peas, spring wheat and winter wheat Were planted with a JD 750 no-till drill at 10 inch row
spacing. The fallow winter wheat was planted with a JD610 drili with 12 inch row spacing. The saffiower,
com and sunflower were planted with a JD 7100 com planter in 20 inch rows. The saffiower, sunflower
and field pea plots had granular Treflan applied in the fall with no incorporation. The crop yields were
taken from each plot and used to compute the average yields for each rotation. The crop yields are
beginning to reflect the effectsof the rotations and the data is becoming more meaningful each season.
Detailed field notes are recorded for each rotation and used in calculating the cost of production. An
economic return is calculated for each season as well as long term averages.
Rotations and Crop Yields:
Winter Wheat
70.9 bu
/ Fallow
Dollars Return / A.
$15.46 ..
2a Winter Wheat-a/Sunflower/Millet / Winter Wheat-b/ Com /Fallow
67.1 bu
3 Winter Wheat
57.2 bu :
4 Winter Wheat /
47.2 bu
5a Winter Wheat / Com
36.5 bu 108.1 bu
6a Winter Wheat-b /
34.1 bu
2091 lbs 1500 lbs
/ Saffiower
976 lbs
Millet
1500 lbs
62.8 bu
/
107.6 bu
Millet
1500 lbs
/ Sunflower / Spring Wheat
2010 lbs 36.3 bu
9a Winter Wheat-b /
29.8 bu
10 Winter Wheat /
65.1 bu
11 Winter Wheat /
54.2 bu
Sunflower /
2210 lbs
Saffiower /
1277 lbs
Fallow / Winter Wheat-a
63.9 bu
Fallow / Winter Wheat-a
68.3 bu
Peas
2334 lbs
Com
99.2 bu
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Millet
1500 lbs
Millet
1500 lbs
$18.30
$-10.32
$-12.16
$7.04
$1.96
$-7.06
$11.16 or $-7.00
$ .47
Cost / A.
Rotation 1
WINTER WHEAT I SUMMER FALLOW
1999 Winter Wheat
23.72 -Plant to Tandem (100#/Arate) 1.2 million seeds/acre 11,800 seeds/pound. Planted w/JD610 drill at 12"
rows + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0. on Sept. 25,98
29.40 -Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogenfertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 120#N / Acre rate.
-March 30,99
0.00 -Wheat was weed-free so did not spray. - May 3,99
26.62 -Harvest 70.9 bu / acre winterwheat-July 14,99 Test weight-63.2#/bu (Protein content-12.0%)
.40 -SoilSampling /acre
25.00 -Land Charges 1999
$105.14 Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production
Cost / A.
Rotation 1
WINTER WHEAT / SUMMER FALLOW
1999 Summer Fallow
14.78 -Spray w/1 1/4 lbs Aatrex 90df + 1 qt crop oil + 16 oz Roundup Ultra + liquid Ammonium Sulfate + 12 oz
LV6./acre. 8 gpA spray rate. -August 13,98
4.25 -Work plots W//24" sweeps. - June 9, 99
4.25 -Work w/12" sweeps-July 23, 99
11.34 -Spray w /16 oz/acre Roundup Ultra + 16 oz/acre LV6 + 50 ml/gal liquid ammonium suifate @ 8 gp
Acre spray rate - August 11,99
25.00 -Land Charges 1999
$59.62 Cost of Summer Fallow
Crop
Winter Wheat
Fallow ;
Rotation 1 SUMMARY 1999
Income Expenses Net Income Per Acre
$195.68
$ 0.00
$195.68
$105.14
$ 59.62
$164.76
$ 90;54
$ -59.62
= $ 30.92 / 2 = $15.46
$ 15.46 Average Income / acre for Rotation 1 -1999
Rot. 1 Discussion: The winter wheat grown on fallow had exceptionally high yields this season (71
Bu./A.). The plots were soil tested in the fall of 1998and were found to be deficient in nitrogen for the
60 bushel yield goal we had in mind. We added 120 pounds of nitrogen as 40 gallons of liquid fertiiizer
on March 30"^ 1999. The growing season and the nitrogen produced 70 bushels ofwheat with 12
percent protein content.
The point for discussion is that we added a lot of inputs to this crop to get the excellent yields and even
With the low wheat priceswe were still able to showa profit of $15.46 per acre. This was nearly as
good an economic return as any of the other rotations in the study.
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Cost / A.
23.72
29.40
0.00
25.70
.40
25.00
Rotation 2a
WINTER WHEAT-A / SUNFLOWER / MILLET / WINTER WHEAT-B / CORN / FALLOW
1999 Winter Wheat-A
-Plant to Tandem (100#/A rate) 1.2 million seeds/acre 11,800 seeds/pound. Planted w/JD610 drill at 12"
rows + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0. on Sept. 25 ,98
-Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 120#N / Acre rate. - March 30,99
-Did not spray for weed control. Weed free. - May 3,99
-Harvest 67.1 bu / acre winter wheat-A- on July 14,99 Test weight - 63.5# / bushel
(Protein content-12.2%)
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$104.22 Total Cost of Winter Wheat -A Production
Cost / A.
10.74
27.73
11.90
13.18
21.03
17.25
28.46
.40
25.00
Rotation 2a
WINTER WHEAT-A / SUNFLOWER i MILLET / WINTER WHEAT -8 / CORN / FALLOW
1999 Sunflowers
-Spray w/16 oz Roundup Ultra + LiquidAmmonium Sulfate at 50 ml/gallon + 12 oz LV6/acre at 8
gallons/acre spray rate.-August 13,98
-Injected 28-0-0at 20 gal/Acre (60#N/acre) + 10-34-0 at 7.5 gal/Acre. (8.7#N/acre + 29.8# P205 / acre)
-October 27,98
-Apply 1# ai Treflan TR-10 granules (no incorporation) - Ndv 23,98
-Spray w/ 20 oz/A Roundup Ultra+ 50 ml/gal liquid ammonium sulfate + .2 oz Harmony Extra + 18 migal
ActivatorOO at 8 gpA spray rate. - May 3,99
-Plant to Cargill SF270A, size 2, treated w / Lindane for wireworm control. 19,600 seeds/acre (box
treated w/Lindane) 16" plant spacing on a 20" row. June 2,99.
-Sprayed w/4 oz/A Spartan. 8 gpA spray rate. - June 18,99
-Harvest 2091#/Acre Sunflowers-October 12,99. Test weight-26.6# / bushel .
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$155.69 Total Cost of Sunflower Production
Cost /.A.
16.20
13,90
19.12
7.11
16.80
.40
25.00
Rotation 2a
WINTER WHEAT-A / SUNFLOWER i MILLET /WINTER WHEAT-B / CORN / FALLOW
1999 Millet
-Spray pn 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer at 60#N/Acre rate.-March 30,99
-Spray w /16 oz / acre Roundup Ultra+ 50ml/gal liquid ammonium sulfate + 8 oz Banvel4L 8 gpA rate.
-May 8, 99
-Planted to Earlybird proso milletW/JD750 drill, w/ starter fertilizer(10^34-0) at 6 gal/Acre. Row spacing
was at 10". Seeding rate was at 20#/A. -June 1,99
-Spray w /.1 oz Ally+ 5.3 bz product LV6,+ 18 ml / gal Penetrate. 8 gpA spray rate. - June 18,99.
-Harvest 1500 #/ acre Millet - August 23,99
-Soil Sampling 7 acre
-Land Charges 1999
$98.53 Total Cost of Millet Production
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Cost/ A.
13.86
22.97
7.68
25.00
8.27
24.68
.40
25.00
Rotation 2a
WINTER WHEAT-A / SUNFLOWER / MILLET /WINTER WHEAT-B i CORN / FALLOW
1999 Winter.Wheat-B
-Spray w/ 24 oz Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/gal liq amm. sulfate + 16 oz LV6/acre. 8 gpA spray rate.
-Aug 31,98
-Plant to 2137 (89.5#/A rate) (1.2 million seeds/acre) (seed count at 13,400 seeds/lb) W/JD750 drill at 12
rows + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0. onSept.30,98
-Spray w/12 oz Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/gal liquid ammonium sulfate. 8 gpA spray rate. -Oct. 7,98
-Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 100#N / Acre rate. - March 30,99
-Spray w/ .3 oz Harmony Extra/acre + LV6 @ 5 oz product/acre. 8 gpA spray rate. -May 3,99
-Harvest 62.8 bu / acre winter wheat-B - July 14,99 Teistweight -62.7# / bushel
(Protein content - 9.3%)
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$127.86 Total Cost of Winter Wheat-B Production
Cost / A.
12.68
27.73
37.01
10.20
8.94
35.42
.40
25.00
Rotation 2a
Winter wheat-a / sunflower / millet / winter wheat-b / corn i fallow
1999 Corn
-Spray with 2 1/2 # ai Aatrex 90 df+1 quart crop oil 10 gpA spray rate, on August 13,98.
-Injected 28-0-0 at 20 gal/Acre (60#N/acre) + 10-34-0 at 7.5 gal/Acre. (8.7#N/acre + 29.8# P2057 acre)
- October 27,98
-Plant to Dekalb DK-493RR w/ JD 7100 corn planter 19,600 seeds/acre 20 inch rows, 16 " spacing
between kernels (Size R15). 99 day maturity. 20" row spacing, seed spacing of 16" to achieve
18,620 plant population per acre. -April 29, 99.
-Spray w/20 oz/A Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/gal liquid ammonium sulfate. 8 gpA spray rate. ^ May 3, 99.
-Spray w/16 oz/A Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/gal liquid ammonium sulfate. 8 gpAspray rate.
-June 8, 99.
-Harvest 107.6 bushels / acre corn on October 12,99 Test weight - 55.3# / bushel
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$157.38 ^Total Cost of Corn Production
Cost / A.
Rotation 2 a
WINTER WHEAT-A / SUNFLOWER / MILLET /WINTER WHEAT-B / CORN/FALLOW
1999 Summer Fallow
13.90 -Spray w/16 oz/A Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/gal liquid ammonium sulfate + 8 oz Banvel 4L. 8 gpA spray
rate. - May 8, 99.
4.25 -worked w /12" swepps. - June 9, 99
4.25 -worked w/12" sweeps. - July 23, 99
25.00 -Land Charges 1999
$47.40 Total Cost of Summer Fallow
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Rotation 2a SUMMARY 1999
Crop Income Exoenses Net Income Per Acre
Winter Wheat -A $187.21 $104.22 $ 82.99
Sunflower $196.14 $155.69 $ 40.45
Millet $ 71.25 $ 98.53 $-27.28
Winter Wheat-B $152.60 $127.86 $ 24.74
Corn $193.68 $157.38 $36.30
Fallow $ 0.00 $ 47.40 $ -47.40
$800.88 - $691.08 = $109.80/ 6 = $18.30
$ 18.30 Average income / acre for Rotation 2a -1999
Rot. 2a Discussion: This is a rotation where we combined rotations 2 and 7 to form 2a. The idea was
to deveiop a 6 year rotation with as much diversity as possibie to reduce effects from diseases and
moisture use. The only two crops that did not make money were miiiet and summer faiiow.
The miiiet was less costiy than the summer faiiow and the winter wheat pianted no-tiii into the miiiet
stubbie had a yield of 62.8 bushels per acre. The net income of the winter wheat crop after miiiet in the
rotation was $24.74 per acre which was better than the winter wheat grown after summer faiiow in
Rotation 1. Aii the rotations where winter wheat was grown after miiiet had good yieids and good
economic retums. The winter wheat grown after spring wheat however had iower yieids and cheat
grass weed probiems.
This rotation does provide some exceiient weed controi and disease protection for the crop grown. The
piotswere very weed free ahd we observed no diseases on the crops. This diversity aiso spreads the
work-ioad out for the producer. The big disadvantage wouid be the need for different types of
equipment to produce the row crops and the smaii grains.
Rotation 3
WINTER WHEATISAFFLOWER / MILLET
Cost/A. 1999 WinterWheat _ ' •" . "
13.86 -Spray w/ 24 oz Roundup Ultra+ 50 ml/gal liq amm. sulfate + 16 oz LV6/acre. 8 gpA spray rate.
-Aug 31,98 /
22.97 -Plant to 2137 (89.5#/A rate) (1.2 million seeds/acre) (seed count at 13,400 seeds/lb)
W/JD750 drill at 12" rows + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0. on Sept.30,98
25.00 -Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 100#N / Acre rate. - March 30,99
8.27 -Spray w/.3 oz Harmony Extra/acre + LV6 @ 5 oz product/acre. 8 gpA spray rate. -May 3,99
23.32 -Harvest 57.2 bu/acre winterwheat-on July 14,99 Test weight-62.7#/bushel
(Protein content-9.9%)
.40 -Soil Sampling / acre
25.00 -Land Charges 1999
$118.82 Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production
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Rotation 3
WINTER WHEAT / SAFFLOWER / MILLET
Cost IA. • 1999 Safflowers
~ 10.74 -Spray w/ 16 oz Roundup Ultra +50 ml / gal Am Sul +12 oz LV6/acre. - Aug. 13, 98
7.68 -Spray w/12 oz Roundup Ultra + 50 ml / gal Am Sulfate. - October 7, 98.
27.73 -Injected 28-0-0 at 20 gal/Acre &10-34-0 @ 7.5 gal / acre. - October 27,98
11.90 -Apply 1# al Treflan TR-10 granules (no incorporation) - Nov23,98
19.75 -Plant to S-541 w / JD 7100 planter at 210,000 seeds/acre (25 lbs/acre) Seed box treated w/ Lindanefor
wire worm control.-April 8,99
7.68 -Spray w/12 oz Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/ gal Am Sulfate.- April 12, 99
15.46 -Harvest 976# / Acre Safflowers - Sept. 1 ,99 Test weight - 37.8# / bushel
.40 -Soil Sampling / acre
25.00 -Land Charges 1999
$126.34 Total Cost of Safflower Production
Rotation 3
WiNTER WHEAT / SAFFLOWER / MILLET
Cost/A. 1999Miiiet '
16.20 -Spray on 28-0-0 iiquid Nitrogen fertiiizer at 60#N/Acre rate. - March 30,99
13.90 -Spray wMG ozl acre Roundup Uitra + 50ml/gal liquid ammonium suifate+ 8 oz Banvei 4L 8 gpArate.
-i\/lay8,99
19.12 -Ranted to Eariybird prosomillet w/JD750 drili.w/starterfertilizer(10-34-0) at 6 gai/Acre. Rowspacing
was at 10". Seeding rate was at 20#/A. - June 1,99
7.11 -Spray w/.1 ozAlly +5.3oz product LV6 +18 mi/gal Penetrate. 8 gpA spray rate.-June 18,99.
16.80 -Harvest 1500# / acre Millet -August23,99
.40 -Soil Sampling / acre
25.00 -Land Charges 1999
$98.53 Total Cost of Millet Production
Rotation 3 SUMMARY 1999
Crop income Expenses Net Income Per Acre
Winter Wheat $139.00 $ 18.82 $ 20.18
Safflower ' $102.48 $126.34 $ -23.86
Millet $ 71.25 $ 98.53 $-27.28
$ 312.73 - $343.69 = $-30.96 / 3 =$-10.32
$-10.32 Average Income / acre for Rotation 3 -1999
Rot. 3 Discussion: This rotation hadsome excellent yields ofwinter wheat (57 Bu./A.) planted no-tiil
after millet. Thesafflower crop yields were reduced due to leaf spotting diseases again this season.
The safflower has a greater chance of being infected byleafspotting diseases when the weatheris
humid during the middle of the day like itwas this past summer. The stands of safflower were excellent
and the yields should have been 1500 to 2000 pounds peracre butthe crop had a yield of976 pounds
per acre. The safflower and millet crop both lost money and the rotation had negative net return. This
was a money making rotation 4 years ago butthe past three years the safflower has had a low yield.
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Cost / A.
13.86
22.97
25.00
8.27
20.92
.40
25.00
Rotation 4
WINTER WHEAT! MILLET
1999 Winter Wheat
-Spray w/ 24 oz/A Roundup Ultra+ 50 ml liquid Ammonium Sulfate/gal water + 16 oz LV6.8 gpAspray
rate.-Aug 31,98.
-Plant to 2137 (89.5#/A rate) (1.2 million seeds/acre) (seed count at 13,400 seeds/lb) W/JD750 drill at 12"
rows + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0. onSept.30,98
-Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 100#N / Acre rate. - March 30,99
-Spray w/.3 oz Harmony Extra/acre + LV6 @ 5 oz product/acre. 8 gpa spray rate. -May 3,99
-Harvest 47,2 bu / acre winter wheat - on July 14,99 Test weight - 60.5# / bushel
(Protein content-11.3%)
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$116.42 Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production
Cost/ A.
14.78
16.20
7.68
19.12
16.80
.40
25.00
Rotation 4
WINTER WHEAT / MILLET
1999 Millet
-Spray w/ 1 1/4 # Aatrex 90df + 16 oz Roundup Ultra + 50ml/garilquld ammonium sulfate/acre+12 oz
LV6. 8 gpA spray rate.-Aug 13,98
-Spray on 28-d-O liquid Nitrogen fertilizer at 60#N / Acre rate. - March 30,99
-Spray w/12 oz Roundup Ultra + 50 ml /gal liquid ammonium sulfate. 8 gallon per acre spray rate.
On June 1,99.
-Planted to Earlybird millet W/JD750 drill, w/starter fertlllzer(10-34-0) at 6 gal/Acre Row spacingwas at
10". Seeding rate was at 20#/A. - June 1,99
-Harvest 1500#/ acre Millet - August 23,99
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$99.98 Total Cost of MilletProduction
Crop
Winter Wheat
Millet
Rotation 4 SUMMARY 1999
Income
$120.83
$ 71.25
$192.08
Expenses Net Income Per Acre
$116.42
$99.98
$216.40
$ 4.41
$-28.73
$-24.32/ 2 = $-12.16
$ -12;16 Average Income / acre for Rotation 4 -1999
Rot. 4 Discussion: The continuous winter wheat / millet crop rotation has developed sOme crown rot
diseaseand the yields ofthewinter wheat haye been lower by about ten bushels peracrewhen
compared to other rotations where winter wheat was planted after millet. The use of millet is a good
alternative to summer fallow when the price of millet is greater than 5 cents per pound. The millet
provides excellent protection for the winter wheat and the stubble does a good jobof catching snow
during the winter. This rotation workswell as an alternative butcontinued use ofwinter wheat/ millet
buildsup residue on the soil surface and increases the potential for crown rot diseases.
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Cost/A.
13.86
22.97
7.68
25.00
8.27
18.36
.40
25.00
Rotation 5a
WINTER WHEAT/ CORN / SUNFLOWER / SPRING WHEAT
1999 Winter Wheat
-Spray w/ 24 oz Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/gal liq amm. sulfate + 16 oz LV6/acre. 8 gpAspray rate.
-Aug 31,98
-Plant to 2137 {89.5#/Arate) (1.2 million seeds/acre) (seed count at 13,400 seeds/lb) W/JD750 driii at 12"
rows + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0. on Sept.30,98
-Spray w/12 oz Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/gal liquid ammonium suifate. 8 gpA spray rate. -Oct. 7,98
-Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 100#N / Acre rate. - March 30,99
-Spray w/ .3 oz Harmony Extra/acre + LV6 @ 5 oz product/acre. 8 gpA spray rate. -May 3,99
-Harvest 36.5 bu / acre winter wheat - on July 14,99 Test weight - 64.2# / bushel (Protein 9.7%)
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$121.54 Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production
Cost/A
14.78
35.51
37.01
10.20
8.94
35.55
.40
25.00
Rotation 5a
WINTER WHEAT / CORN I SUNFLOWER / SPRING WHEAT
1999 Corn
-Spray w/1 1/4 # Aatrex OOdf + 16 oz Roundup Ultra + 50mi/gai liquid ammonium suifate/acre+12 oz
LV6. 8 gpA spray rate.-Aug 13,98
-Injected 28-0-0 at 26.6 gal/Acre (80#N/acre) + 10-34-0 at 10 gal / Acre. (10#N/acre + 40# P205 / acre)
- October 27,98
-Plant to Dekalb DK-493RR w/ JD 7100 corn planter 19,600 seeds/acre 20 inch rows, 16 " spacing
between kernels (Size R15). 99 day maturity. 20" rowspacing, seedspacingof 16" to achieve
18,620 plant populatiori per acre. -April 29, 99.
-Spray w/20 o^A Roundup Ultra +50 ml/gal liquid ammonium suifate. 8gpA spray rate. - May 3, 99.
-Spray w/16 oz/A Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/gai liquid ammonium sulfate. 8 gpAspray rate.
-June 8, 99.
-Harvest 108.T bushels / acre corn on October 12,99 Test weight - 53.6# / bushel
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$167.39 Total Cost of Corn Production
Cost / A.
27.73
11.90
13.18
21.03
17.25
27.46
.40
25.00
Rotation 5a
WINTER WHEAT I CORN / SUNFLOWER i SPRING WHEAT
1999 Sunflowers
-Injected 28-0-0 at 20 gal/Acre (60#N/acre) + 10-34-0 at 7.5gal/Acre. (8.7#N/acre +29.8#P205 / acre)
-December 2,98
-Apply 1# ai Trefian TR-10 granules (no incorporation) - December 3,98
-Spray w/20 oz/A Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/gal liquid ammonium sulfate + .2oz Harmony Extra + 18ifilgal
Activator 90 at 8 gpAspray rate. - May 3,99
-Piant to Cargill SF270A, size 2, treated w/Lindane forwireworm control. 19,600seeds/acre (box
treated w/Lindane) 16" plant spacing on a 20" row. June 2,99. ;
-Sprayed w/4 oz/ASpartan. 8 gpA spray rate.- June 18,99
-Harvest 2010#/ Acre Sunflowers - October 12,99. Test weight- 27.0# / bushel
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$143.95 Total Cost of Sunflower Production
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Cost/A.
24.37
25.00
8.94
7.il
18.32
.40
25.00
Rotation 5a
WINTER WHEAT / CORN / SUNFLOWER / SPRING WHEAT
1999 Spring Wheat
-Plant to Forge spring wheat @ 85 lbs/acre + 10-34-0 @ 6 gpA rate. Seed treated with
Vitavax,thiram,RTU - March 25,99
-Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertiiizer on dormant winter wheat at 100#N / Acre rate. - March 30,99
-Spray w / 16 oz / acre Roundup Uitra + 50ml/gal liquid ammonium sulfate. 8 gpA rate. - March 31,99
-Spray w / .1 oz Aiiy + 5.3 oz product LV6 + 18 mi / gal Penetrate. 8 gpAspray rate. - May 25, 99.
-Harvest 36.3 bu/a spring wheat - on July23,99 Test weight- 64.9# / bushel(Protein -11.9%)
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$109.14 Totai Cost of Spring Wheat Production
Crop
Winter Wheat
Corn
Sunflower
Spring Wheat
Rotation 5a SUMMARY 1999
Income
$88.70
$194.58
$188.54
$ 98.37
$570.19
Expenses Net Income Per Acre
$121.54
$167.39
$143.95
$109.14
$ -32.84
$ 27.19
$ 44.59
$ -10.77
$542.02 = $28.17 / 4 = $7.04
7.04 Average Income / acre for Rotation 5a -1999
Rot. 5a Discussion: The sunflowers In this rotation had excellent yields and when the LDP was
added to the market price the crop made $45 per acre. Thiswas not expected when the crop was
planted after a high moisture use crop iike corn. The 1998 sunflower yields were also higher when
planted after corn. This may be due to the more open soil surface after corn when compared to no-till
planting into winter wheat stubble. The corn also had an excellent yield of 108 bushels per acre. The
expenses were greater for the corn than the sunflowers and therefore the corn net return was $27 per
.acre.•
The spring wheat planted no-till into the sunflower stalks had a lower yield of36.3 bushels peracre.
Because ofthe lower wheat price this summer the crop had a net loss. The winter wheat ho-tiii planted
into the spring wheat stubble also had a lower yield of 36.5 bushels per acre. The lower winter wheat
yield was due to an infestation of cheat grass and we could not use a herbicide for control because we
are rotating to corn and sunflower in the following seasons.
The rotation will allow a producerto keep one halfof his land in wheat production while growing two
row crops. The wheat yields have been lower than in the rest of the plots in the rotation and resulted in
a lower net returri. I feel the rotation may be a iittle too intense for normal precipitation received in
western South Dakota. The spring wheat portion of the rotation could be repiaced by summer faliow or
a milletcrop. The use of fallowor mjllet would help to replenish the soil moisture.
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Rotation 6a
WINTER WHEAT-B / SUNFLOWER / Pea-FALLOW / WINTER WHEAT-A
Cost/A. 1999Winter Wheat-B • •
13.86 -Spray w/ 24 oz/A Roundup Ultra + 50 ml liquid Ammonium Sulfate/gal water + 16 oz LV6. 8 gpA
spray rate.-Aug 31,98.
22.97 -Plant to 2137 (89.5#/A rate) (1.2 million seeds/acre) (seed count at 13,400 seeds/lb) W/JD750 drill at
12" rows + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0. on Sept.30,98
25.00 -Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 100#N/Acre rate.
-March 30,99
8.27 -Spray w/.3 oz Harmony Extra/acre + LV6 @ 5 oz product /acre. 8 gpa spray rate. -May 3,99
17.78 -Harvest 34.1 bu/acre winter wheat-B- on July 14,99 Test weight-63.8#/bushel
(Protein content 9.1%)
.40 -Soil Sampling / acre
25.00 -Land Charges 1999
$113.28 Total Cost of Winter Wheat-B Production
Rotation 6a
WINTER WHEAT-B / SLWFLOWER / Pea-FALLOW/WINTER WHEAT-A
Cost/A 1999 Sunflower
10.74 -Spray w/16 oz Roundup Ultra+ 50 ml/gal Am Sul + 12 oz LV6/acre.-Aug. 13, 98
27.73 -Injected 28-0-0 at 20 gal/Acre (60#N/acre) + 10-34-0 at 7.5 gal/Acre. (8.7#N/acre +29.8# P205/ acre)
- December 2,98
11.90 -^ApplyT#al TreflanTR-10granules (no Incorporation)^November 23, 98
13.18 -Spray w/ 20 oz/A Roundup Ultra+ 50 ml/gal liquid ammonium sulfate + .2 oz Harmony Extra + 18 ml/
gal Activator 90 at 8 gpA spray rate. - May 3,99
21.03 -Plant to Carglll SF270A, size 2, treated vy / LIndane for wireworm control. 19,600 seeds/acre (box
treated w/LIndane) 16" plant spacing on a 20" row. June 2,99.
17.25 -Sprayed w/4 oz/A Spartan. 8 gpA spray rate.-June 18,99
28.46 -Harvest2210#/Acre Sunflowers-October 12,99 Test weight-28.1#/bushel
.40 -Soil Sampling / acre
25.00 -Land Charges 1999
$155.69 Total Cost of Sunflower Production
Rotation 6a
WINTER WHEAT-B / SUNFLOWER / Pea-FALLOW/ WINTER WHEAT-A,
Cost/A . 1999 Pea-Fallow , .
20.67 -Plant to Arvlka peas w/ JD 750 drill 10" rows @ 90 lbs/acre rate plus,6 14Ibs/acfe granular type
jrioculum. - March 25,99.
8.94 -Spray w /16 oz/A Roundup Ultra+ 50 ml/gal liquid ammonium sulfate. 8 gpA spray fate.
-March31,99.
10.56 -Spray to terminate peas w /16 oz Roundup Ultra / acre + 10.6 oz LV6 / acre + 50 ml / gal ammonium
sulfate. 17.2 gpA spray rate. Peas were In toil bloom w/some pods @ 2 Inches in length.
- June 23, 99
25.00 -Land Charges 1999
$65.17 Total Cost of Pea-Fallow
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Rotation 6a
WINTER WHEAT-B / SUNFLOWER/ Pea-FALLOW/ WINTER WHEAT-A
Cost/A. 1999 Winter Wheat-A
23.72 -Plant to Tandem (100#/A rate) 1.2 million seeds/acre 11,800 seeds/pound. Planted w/JD610 drill at 12"
rows+ 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0. on Sept. 25,98
29.40 -Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 120#N / Acre rate. - March 30,99
0.00 -Did not spray for weed control. Weed free. - May 3,99
24.94 -Harvest 63.9bu/awinter wheat-A - on July 14,99 Testweight - 61.8#/ bushel(Protein content -9.7%)
.40 -Soil Sampling / acre
25.00 -Land Charges 1999
$103.46 Totaf Cost of Winter Wheat-A Production
Rotation 6a SUMMARY 1999
Crop Income Expenses Net Income Per Acre
WinterWheat-B $ 82.86 $113.28 $-30.42
Sunflower $207.30 $155.69 $51.61
PeaTPallow $ 0.00 $65.17 $-65.17
WinterWheat-A $155.28 $103.46 $51.82
$445.44 - $437.60 = $ 7.84 / 4 = $1.96
$ 1.96 Average Income / acre for Rotation 6a -1999
Rot. 6a Discussion: the pea/fallow in this rotation is a new concept and is not fuily tested yet. The
peas were planted to be grown in the fallow plots only till early bloom stage of growth, at this stage they
were killed bya herbicide spray. The peas have bythis time produced mostof the Organic nitrogen they
will assimilate during the growing season. The analysis of the pea forage Indicated an Increase of 125
pounds per acre of nitrogen In the plots. Ifthis Is true, Itwould more than pay for the additional cost of
planting of the peas. The .crop yields will have to be taken In the following seasons to test this theory.
The sunflower yields were excellent with loan price of $9.38 per hundred. The crop was very profitable
with a net of $51.61 per acre. The winterwheat grown after the conventional fallow also had an
excellent yield of 64 bushels per acre. The second year of winter wheat had a much loweryield of 34
bushels per due to a cheat-grass weed problem. The cheat-grass could not be controlled by a herbicide
because sunflowers were to be grown In the rotation the following season.
The cost of the fallow has Included In It the cost of growing the peas and the crops have not been able
to benefit from the release oforganic nitrogen yet. The cost of the fallow for this season could be
reduced by $20 per acre due to nitrogen credit and this would make the rotation economics look better.
This rotation Is not so Intense and years when cheat-grass Is not as big a problem the second year of
winter wheat will produce a better crop. Ifthe pea/fallow works as planned this rotation could be more
consistent with lower fertilizer Inputs.
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Rotation #8
The plots from this rotation were added to Rotations 5, 6 and 9 to make longer 4 year rotations.
Cost / A.
10.74
22.97
7.68
25.00
8.27
16.76
.40
25.00
Rotation 9a
WINTER WHEAT-B I SAFFLOWER/ PEA-FALLOW I WINTER WHEAT-A
1999 Winter Wheat-B
-Spray w/16 oz/A Roundup Ultra + 50 ml liquidAmmonium Sulfate/gal water + 12 oz LV6. 8 gpA spray
rate.-Aug 13,98.
-Plant to 2137 (89.5#/A rate) (1.2 million seeds/acre) (seed count at 13,400seeds/lb) w/JD750 drill at 12"
rows + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0. on Sept.30,98
-Spray w/12 oz/A Roundup Ultra + 50 ml liquidAm. Sulfate/gal water. 8 gpA spray rate. -Got 7,98.
-Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 100#N/Acre rate.-March 30,99
-Spray w/.3 oz Harmony Extra/acre + LV6 @ 5 oz product/acre. 8 gpa spray rate. -May 3,99
-Harvest 29.8 bu/a winterwheat-B- on July 14, 99 Test weight- 59.1# / bushel
(Protein content-11.6%)
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$116,82 Total Cost of Winter Wheat-B Production
Cost / A
13.86
27.73
11.90
19.75^
7.68
15.60
17.26
.40
25:00
Rotation 9a
WINTER WHEAT-B / SAFFLOWER i PEA-FALLOW / WINTER WHEAT-A
1999Saffiower
-Spray w/ 24 oz/A Roundup Ultra + 50 mi liquidAmmonium Sulfate/gal water + 16 oz LV6.8 gpA spray
rate.-^Aug 31,98.
-Injected 28-0-0 at 20 gal/Acre &10-34-0 @ 7.5 gal/ acre.- October 27,98
-Apply 1# ai Treflan TR-10 granules (no incorporation) - Nov 23,98
-Plant to S-541 w / JD 7100 planter at 210,OO0 seeds/acre (25 ibs/acre) Seed box treated w/ Lindane for
wire worm control. - April 8,99
-Spray w/12 oz Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/ gal Am Suifate. - April 12, 99
-Spray w / Tilt @ 4 oz / acre + Penetrate @ 18 ml / gal. 17.2 gal / acre spray rate. - June 30, 99
-Harvest 1277#/Acre Safflower-Sept. 1 ,99 Test weight-39.0#/bushel
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999 " .
$139.18 Total Cost of Safflower Production
Cost/A.
Rotation 9a
winter wheat-B / safflower / pea-falloi/i// winter wheat-a
1999 Fallow
20.67 -Plant to Arvika peas w/ JD 750 drill 10" rows @ 90 lbs/acre rate plus 614 lbs/acre granular type
inoculum.- March 25,99.
8.94 -Spray w /16 oz/A Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/gai liquid ammonium suifate. 8 gpA spray rate.
- - March 31,99. ~
10.56 -Spray to terminate peas w /16 oz Roundup Ultra / acre + 10.6 oz LV6 / acre + 50 ml/ gal ammonium
suifate. 17.2 gpA sprayrate. Peas were in full bloom w/ some pods @2 inches in length. - June 23,99
25.00 -Land Charges 1999
$ 65.17 Total Cost of Pea-Fallow
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Rotation 9a
WINTER WHEAT-B / SAFFLOWER/ PEA-FALLOW/ WINTER WHEAT-A
Cost/A. 1999 Winter Wheat-A '
4.25 -Work plots w/ chisel points and harrow. - July 22, 98 ~~~
4.25 -Work plotsw/12" sweeps and harrow.-August 17,98
23.72 -Plant to Tandem (100#/A rate) 1.2 million seeds/acre 11,800 seeds/pound. Planted W/JD610 drill at 12"
rows + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0. on Sept. 25 ,98
29.40 -Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogenfertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 120#N / Acre rate. - March 30,99
0.00 -Did not spray for weed control. Weed free.-May 3,99
26.00 -Harvest 68.3 bu/acre winter wheat-A-July 14,99 Test weight-63.5#/bushel
(Protein content -12.4%)
.40 -Soil Sampling / acre
25.00 -Land Charges 1999
$113.02 Total Cost of Winter Wheat-A Production
Rotation 9a SUMMARY 1999
Crop Income Expenses Net Income Per Acre
Winter Wheat-B $ 79.27 $116.82 $-37.55
Safflower $134.09 $139.18 $-5.09
Pea-Fallow $ 0.00 $65.17 ; $-65.17
WinterWheat-A $192.61 $113.02 $79:59
$405.97 - $434.19 = $-28.22 /4 = $-7.06
$ - 7.06 Average Income / acre for Rotation 9a -1999
Rot. 9a Discussion: Rotation 9a Is similar to rotation 6a except the sunflower has been replaced
by safflower. The winter wheat yields after conventional fallow in this rotation were excellent at 68.3
bushels per acre. The second year of winterwheat planted no-tll| into winterwheat stubble had a low
yield of 29.8 bushels per acre. The lower yield on the second year of winterwheat was due to the
presence of cheat-grass.
Thesafflower crop was at a marginal level even though it was sprayed with tilt fungicide to prevent leaf
spotting diseases. The over-all return from this rotation would be better if the season was not so humid
and the price paid forsafflowers were greater. The rotation will have a bettereconomic return during
drier seasons.
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Cost / A.
13.86
22.97
25.00
8.27
25.22
.40
25.00
Rotation 10
WINTER WHEAT/ YELLOW DRY PEAS / MILLET
1999 Winter Wheat
-Spray w/ 24 oz/A Roundup Ultra + 50 ml liquid Ammonium Sulfate/gal water + 16 oz LV6. 8 gpAspray
rate.-Aug 31,98.
-Plant to 2137 (89.5#/A rate) (1.2 million seeds/acre) (seed count at 13,400 seeds/lb) w/JD750 drill at 12"
rows + 6 gal/Aliquid 10-34-0. on Sept.30,98
-Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 100#N / Acre rate. - March 30,99
-Spray W/.3oz Harmony Extra/acre + LV6 @ 5 oz product/acre. 8 gpa spray rate.-May 3,99
-Harvest 65.1 bu/acre winter wheat - on July 14,99 Test weight - 61.0# / bushel(Protein content - 9.9%)
-Soil Sampling/acre
-Land Charges 1999
$120.72 Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production
Cost / A.
10.74
7.68
11.90
7.68
30.53
0.00
18.94
.40
25.00
Rotation 10
WINTER WHEAT / YELLOW DRY PEAS/ MILLET
1999 Yellow Dry Peas
-Spray w /16 oz Roundup Ultra + 50 ml / gal /^jtiSuI + 12 oz LV6 / acre. - Aug 13, 98
-Spray w /12 oz Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/ gal Liquid/\m Sulfate. - October 7, 98
-Apply 1#ai Treflan TR-10 granules (no incorporation) - Nov 23,98
-Spray w /12 oz Roundup Ultra + 50 ml / gal Liquid Am Sulfate.- December 17, 98
-Plant to Grande peas with JD 750 drill @ 160 lbs/acre + granular inoculum at 6>^ jbs/acre. -Mar 25,99
-Did not sprav for orassv weeds. Thev were crass free.- May 25. 99.
-Harvest 2334#/ Acre Grandepeas - July 23, 99 Testweight - 65.1#per bushel
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$112.87 Total Cost of Pea Production
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Rotation 10
WINTER WHEAT / YELLOW DRY PEAS / MILLET
Cost/A. 1999 Millet
16.20 -Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer at 60#N /Acre rate. - March 30,99
13.90 -Spray wMGoz l acre Roundup Ultra + 50ml/ga| liquid ammonium sulfate + 8 oz Banvel 4L 8 gpA rate.
-May 8, 99
19.12 -Planted to Earlybird milietw/JD 750 drill, w/starter fertilizer(10-34-0) at 6 gal/Acre. Rowspacing was
at 10". Seeding rate was at 20#/A. - June 1,99
7.11 -Spray w / .1 oz Ally + 5.3 oz product LV6 + 18 ml/ gal Penetrate. 8 gpA spray rate. - June 18,99.
16.80 -Harvest 1500#/acre Millet- August23,99
.40 -Soil Sampling / acre
25.00 -Land Charges 1999
$98.53 Total Cost of Millet Production
Rotation 10 SUMMARY w/human edible peas price 1999
Crop Income Expenses Net Income Per Acre
WinterWheat $158.19 $120.72 $37.47
Yellow Dry Peas (as Human edible) $136.15 $112.87 $23.28
Millet $71.25 $ 98.53 $-27.28
$365.59 - $332.12 = $ 33.47/3 = $11:16
$11 .is Average Income/ acre for Rotation 10 -1999
Rotation 10 SUMMARY w I o human edible peas price 1999
Crop Income Expenses Net Income Per Acre
WinterWheat $158.19 $12072 $37.47
Yeilow Dry Peas (as feed) $ 81.69 $112.87 $-31.18
Millet $ 71,25 $ 98.53 $-27.28
$311.13 - $332.12 = $-20,99 / 3 = $-7.00
$ - 7.00 Average Income / acre for Rotation 10 -1999
Rot. 10 Discussion: Rotation 10 has had field peas grown for grain from 1996 through 1999. The
yields have varied from 20 bushels per acre in the dry season to 52 bushels per acre in the wet cool
seasons, the 1999crop had a yield of39 bushels peracre ofyellow human edible peas,
the yields of the cropsfollowing the peas in the rotation have been betterthan the same crops planted
in other rotations. The winter wheat for example planted no-till into the millet stubbie had a yield of 65
bushels per acre. There appears to be a rotational benefitto using peas in the rotation and this is why
we started using peas in the early part of our fallow season in rotations 6a and 9a.
It has been difficult for this rotation to show a profit because the peas are expensive to plantand the
millet and wheat priceshave been very low. It is a rotation that looks verygood agronomicaily but may
be difficult to show a profit on.
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Cost / A.
13.86
22.97
25.00
8.27
22.36
.40
25.00
Rotation 11
WINTER WHEATI CORN / MILLET
1999 Winter Wheat
-Spray w/ 24 oz/A Roundup Ultra + 50 ml liquid Ammonium Sulfate/gal water + 16 oz LV6. 8 gpA spray
rate.-Aug 31,98.
-Plant to 2137 (89.5#/Arate) (1.2 million seeds/acre) (seed count at 13,400 seeds/lb) w/JD750 drill at 12"
rows + 6 gal/A liquid 10-34-0. on Sept.30,98
-Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer on dormant winter wheat at 100#N/Acre rate.-March 30,99
-Spray w/.3 oz Harmony Extra/acre + LV6 @ 5 oz product /acre. 8 gpa spray rate. -May 3,99
-Harvest 54.2 bu/acre winter wheat - on July 14,99 Test weight - 62.8# / bushel(Protein content - 9.2%)
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$117.86 Total Cost of Winter Wheat Production
Cost / A.
12.68
35,51
37.01;
10.20
8.94
33.40
.40
25.00
Rotation 11
WINTER WHEAT / CORN i MILLET
1999 Corn
-Spray with 2 1/2 # ai Aatrex 90 df + 1 quart crop oil 10 gpA spray rate, on August 13,98.
-Injected 28-0-0 at 26.6 gal/Acre (80#N/acre) + 10-34-0 at 10 gal/Acre. (11.7#N/acre +39.8# P205/acre)
-October 27,98
-Plant to Dekalb DK-493RR w/ JD 7100 corn planter 19,600 seeds/acre 20 inch rows, 16 "spacing
between kernels (Size R15). 99 day maturity. 20" row spacing, seed spacing of 16" to achieve
18,620 plant population per acre. -April 29, 99.
-Spray w/20 o^A Roundup Ultra +50 ml/gal liquid ammonium sulfate! 8gpA spray rate. - May 3, 99.
-Spray w/16 oz/A Roundup Ultra + 50 ml/gal liquid ammonium sulfate, 8 gpA spray rate.
-June 8, 99.
-Harvest 99.2 bushels / acre corn on October 1,99 Test weight - 54.5# / bushel
-Soil Sampling / acre
-Land Charges 1999
$163.14 Total Cost of Corn Production
Cost / A.
16.20
13.90
7.68
19.12
16.80
.40
25.00
Rotation 11
WINTER WHEAT / CORN I MILLET
1999 Millet
Spray on 28-0-0 liquid Nitrogen fertilizer at 60#N / Acre rate. - March 30,99
Spray w/16 oz/ acre Roundup Ultra +5brhl/gal liquid ammonium sulfate +8 ozBanvel 4L 8 gpA rate.
-May 8, 99
Spray w/12 oz Roundup Ultra+ 50 ml/gal Am Sulfate.-June 1,99
Planted to Earlybird millet w / JD 750 drill, w/ starter fertilizer(10-34-0) at 6 gal/Acre. Rowspacing was at
10". Seeding rate was at 20#/A. - June 1,99
Harvest 1500# / acre Millet - August23,99
Soil Sampling / acre
Land Charges 1999
$99,10 . Total Cost of Millet Production
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Rotation 11 SUMMARY 1999
Crop ^ Income Expenses Net Income Per Acre
Winter Wheat $131.71 $117.86 $23.06
Corn $178.56 $163.14 $15.42
Millet ^ $71.25 $99.10 $-27.85
$381.52 - $380.10 = $1.42/ 3 =$.47
$ .47 Average Income / acre for Rotation 11-1999
Rot. 11 Discussion: This is an Intensive continuous cropping system and in dry years summer
fallow should be substituted for the millet crop. The com yields have been good the past three years
with an average yield of 88.6 bushels per acre. The use of injection of our nitrogen and phosphorus
fertilizer and the new Roundup Ready Corn .Ifeel has increase bur average yield potentials.
The injection of fertilizer in the fail allows us to plant the corn into a tilled strip that is 2 to 4 degrees
warmer than the non-tiiied area between the rows. The plant population has been 18,900 seeds and
the stands have been about 16,000 to 17,000 plants per acre in 20 inch rows. The 20 inch rows allows
for almost equal plant spacing between the rows and down the rows. The 16,000 plants per acre is
adequate to produce over 100 bushels per acre and this is at the top end of the potential yields for
western South Dakota.
The yields of the winter wheat have been good but there is more potential in this rotation to develop
crown rot because of the continuous no-till grassy crops being grown. Therefore it is important to select
a winter wheat variety that has more crown rot resistance.
Wall Rotation Rain-Fall Data (1999)
Total Precip.finches) Total Precip.(inches)
April... 2.65 August........... 2.03
May 3.22 Septerfiber......... 1.33
June................. 3.33 October .....0.13
July ;....... 2.21 November 0.85
(Accumulative total precipitation from Apr.1 to Nov.30 is 15.75")
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Cost of Inputs -1999
SEED
Tandem Winter Wheat $4.50/Bu
2137 Winter Wheat $4.50/Bu
Forge Spring Wheat $4.75/Bu
Eariybird Millet $ .145 / lb
S-541 .$23.00 / 50 lbs
Grande Field Peas .....$8.00/Bu (60 lbs)
DK 493 RR Corn $118.40 / 80,000 kernels
SF 270A... $163.00 per 250,000 seeds
Arvika Peas $8.00 / bushel
NO-TILL PLANTING CHARGES
$8.00/Acre
LAND CHARGES
$25.00/Acre
SPRAY APPLICATION FEE
LIQUID FERTILIZERS
10-34-0..............$234 / Ton ($1.37/gal)
28-0-0 ......$123 / Ton ($.66/gal)
HERBICIDES
Roundup Ultra $40.41/gal
Penetrate II ; $17.90/gal
Ammonium Sulfate.. $4.22/gai
Atrazine 90df.. $2.91/lb
Crop Oil.......... $4.50/gal
Landmaster BW...,........ : $18.62/gal
Harmony Extra $13.39/oz
Ally.......... ,. $21.13/oz
Treflan 10% granules... $.84/lb
LV6(2,40 Ester) $19.58/gal
X-77 $l6.50/gal
Banvel.. $78.93/gal
Poast Plus...... $52.00/gal
Fallow Master $16.00/gal
Spartan 75df $55.00/lb
Tilt.......... .....$340/gal
Herbicides @ $3.50/acre. Fertilizer@ $3.00/acre.
HARVEST CHARGES
Base is $12 per acre plus $ .12 for each bushel
over 20 bushel, and $ .12 per bushel for transportation.
GRAIN SALE VALUES
Winter Wheat See chart on page 60.
Safflowers (oil-type) $10.50/cwt
Com #2 yellow $1.80/bu
Proso Millet . . $4.75/cwt
Yellow Dry Peas (human edible) $3.50/bu (as feed) $2.10/bu
Sunflowers (oil-type) $9.38/cwt
SOIL SAMPLINGS ANALYSIS
$ .40 per acre
SEED TREATMENTS
Vitavax/Thiram/RTU $33.41/gal (5 oz/100# seed)
Seed treatment fee.. $.25/Acre
Field Pea innoculum.(peat base) $ .45/bu
MECHANICAL TILLAGE CHARGE
$4.25/Acre
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Wheat Value Per Bushel with Protein Adjustment
up to 10.9%....$2.43
11.0 $2.51
11.2 $2.56
11.4 $2.61
11.6 $2.66
11.8 $2.71
12.0 $2.76
12.2 $2.79
12.4 $2.82
12.6 $2.85
12.8 $2.88
13.0 $2.91
Protein Premium Quotes from Dakota lyiiil and Grain, Rapid City, SO. As of December 8,1999.
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1999 Wall Rotation Yields, Expense/Acre, Break-Even Costs & Break-Even Yields
(A) (B)Rotation & (C)
Cost of Production
(D)
Yieid to Break-Even
1 W Wheat 70.9 bu $164.76 $2.32/bu 58.8 bu
($15.46) Fallow at $59.62/acre.
2a WWheat-A67.1 bu $142.14 $2.12/bu 50.8 bu
($18.30) Sunflower 2091# $165.17 $.079/# 1761#
Millet 1500# $ 98.53 $.066/# 2074#
W Wheat-B 62.8 bu $127.86 $2.04/bu 45.7 bu
Corn 107.6 bu $157.38 $1.46/bu 87.4 bu
Fallow at $47.40/acre. ($37.92 + $9.48)*
3 W Wheat 57.2 bu $118.82 $2.08/bu 42.4 bu
($-10.32)Safnower 976# $126.34 $.129/# 1203#
, Millet 1500# $98.53 $.066/# 2074#
4 W Wheat 47.2 bu $116.42 $2.47/bu 41.6 bu
($-12.16) Millet 1500# $ 99.98 $.066/# 2105#
5a W Wheat 36.5 bu $121.54 $3.33/bu 43.4 bu
($7.04) Corn 108.1 bu $167.39 $1.55/bu 93.0 bu
Sunflower 2010# $143.95 $.072/# 1535#
S Wheat 36.3 bu $109.14 $3.01/bu 39.0 bu
6 a W Wheat-B 34.1 bu $122.76 $3.60/bu 43.8 bu
($196) Sunflower 2210# $155.69 $.070/# 1660#
. Fallow at $47.40/acre. ($37.92 + $9.48)*
W Wheat-A 63.9 bu $141.38 $2.21/bu 50.5 bu
9a W Wheat-B 29.8 bu $126.30 $4.24/bu 45.1 bu
($-7.06) Safflower 1277# $139.18 $.109/# 1326#
Fallow at $47.40/acre. ($37.92 + $9.48)*
W Wheat-A 68.3 bu $150.94 $2.21/bu 53.9 bu
10 W Wheat 65.1 bu $120.72 $1.85/bu , 43.1 bu
($11.16) Peas 38.9 bu $112.87 $2.90/bu 32.2 bu
Millet 1500# $ 98.53 $.066/# 2074#
11 W Wheat 54.2 bu $117.86 $2.17/bu 42.1 bu
($.47) Corn 99.2 bu $163;14 $164/bu 90.6 bu
Millet 1500# $99.10 $.066/# 2086#
Grain Values for determining Yield to Break-Even Point (E)
Winter Wheat........ $1.80/bU: ;
Peas.. S3.50/hii Millfit $.0475/lb •
Sunflower.; $.105/lb
. • • •; 0 = B/A D = B / E
*The fallow expense was separated at 80%for the first cropyear and 20% to the second crop
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Wall Rotation Study Soil Analysis for the 2000 Season
Plot
No.
2000 Crop
and estimated
yield goal
Soil
Texture
Soil
PH
Soluble
Salts
Organic
Matter
%
N03-N
# / acre
0-6" 0-24"
P
ppm
K
ppm
Add
N
#/A
Add
P205
#/A
Add
K20
#/A
99 Yield
(Busheis/A or
Lbs / acre)
top total
101-1 HRW 60 bu Medium 6.6 0.4 1.8 5 22 7 383 130 35 0 Fallow
102-1 Fallow Medium 6.6 0.5 1.7 10 37 8 356 - - - 70.9 bu HRW
117-2a HRW-a 60bu Medium 6.3 0.4 1.9 11 34 9 387 115 30 0 Fallow
118-2a Sunf2000# Medium 6.6 0.4 1.7 10 28 7 397 70 25 0 67.1 bu HRW-a
119-2a Millet 2000# Medium 6.8 0.4 1.7 2 13 9 413 55 15 0 2091# Sunflower
103-2a HRW-b45bu Medium 6.9 0.5 1.8 7 14 8 438 100 25 0 1500# Millet
104-2a Com 80 bu Medium 6.7 0.4 1.8 3 10 8 415 85 30 0 62.8 bu HRW-b
105-2a Fallow Medium 6.6 0.4 1.7 2 11 14 404 - - — 107.6 bu Com
106-3 HRW 45 bu Medium 6.8 0.4 1.6 2 8 6 348 105 30 0 1500# Millet
107-3 SafflSOO# Medium 6.9 0.4 1.7 5 11 5 345 65 30 0 57.2 bu HRW
108-3 Millet 2000# Medium 6.4 0.3 1.7 2 9 7 407 60 20 0 976# Saffiower
109-4 HRW 45 bu Medium 6.7 0.4 1.6 10 26 13 410 85 10 0 1500# Millet
110-4 Millet 2000# Medium 6.7 0.4 1.6 4 18 10 418 50 10 0 47.2 bu HRW
111-5a HRS 40 bu Medium 6.9 0.4 1.7 1 7 7 415 95 25 0 2010# Sunflower
122-5a HRW 45 bu Medium 6.6 0.4 1.9 11 24 12 454 90 10 0 36.3 bu HRS (Forge)
112-5a Com 80 bu Medium 7.2 0.5 1.8 3 15 14 383 80 5 0 36.5 bu HRW
113-5a Sunf2000# Medium 6.7 0.5 1.8 4 12 12 340 90 10 0 108.1 bu Corn
114-6a HRW-a60 bu Medium 6.8 0.4 1.8 15 49 5 402 100 45 0 Pea/Fallow
115-6a HRW-b45bu Medium 6.7 0.3 1.8 5 14 5 . 401 100 35 0 63.9 bu HRW-a
121-6a Sunf2000# Medium 6.3 0.3 1.9 4 10 10 404 90 15 0 34.1 bu HRW-b
116-6a Pea/Fallow Medium 6.6 0.3 1.8 2 9 11 410 . • ~ • - — 2210# Sunflower
123-9a HRW-a60 bu Medium 6.7 0.4 1.8 8 31 7 390 120 35 0 Pea/Fallow
124-9a HRW-b45bu Medium 6.6 0.3 1.8 9 32 9 396 80 20 0 68.3 bu HRW-a
125-9a Saff 1500# Medium 6.5 0.4 1.9 6 17 9 393 60 20 0 29.8 bu HRW-b
120-9a Pea/Fallow Medium 6.7 0.4 1.6 3 12 6 394 — - - 1277# Saffiower
126-10 HRW 45 bu Medium 6.6 0.4 1.8 4 12 7 392 100 25 0 1500# Millet
127-10 Peas 1500# Medium 6.9 0.4 1.8 10 25 8 427 0 20 0 65.1 bu HRW
128-10 Millet 2000# Medium 6.5 0.3 1.8 18 44 15 466 25 0 0 2334# peas
129-11 HRW45bu Medium 6.4 0.3 1.9 2 9 20 408 105 0 0 1500# Millet
130-11 Com 80 bu Medium 6.7 0.4 1.7 7 31 10 395 65 20 0 54.2 bu HRW
131-11 Millet 2000# Medium 6.5 0.3 1.7 4 17 15 398 55 0 0 99.2 bu Com
Note; to convert P & K values to #/A take ppm value x 2.
Example: 500 ppm is equal to 1000#/Acre
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Pea Fallow and Pea Oat
Cooperator: Crown Partnership of Wall, South Dakota
Objectives: To evaluate forage yields and nutrient levels of peas and pea-oat combinations.
Procedures: This was two separate evaluations made on two separate test plots. The
Oat/Peas mixture was being grown for forage and the Peas planted in the fallow plots were
being grown as a green fallow. The purpose of the green fallow is to enrich the soil with organic
nitrogen that will release during the crop rotation. The Arvika Forage Pea was planted @ 90
pounds of seed per acre in combination with 45 pounds per acre of troy oats in the forage strip
trial.
The Arvika Forage Pea was planted @ 90 pounds (300,000 seeds) per acre in the fallow plots
on March 25,1999. The peas were inoculated prior to planting with a granular form of inoculum
{Rhizobium leguminosarium bjovar viceae). The peas were allowed to grow until late bloom
stage of growth when they would have accumulated much of the nitrogen produced by the
below ground nodules on the plant roots. OnJune23, 99 the plants were terminated with 16oz
Roundup Uitra + 10.6 oz LV6 / acre. The residue was allowed to stand without tillage the rest of
the summer until Tandem Winter Wheat was planted on Sept.13, 99. The plots were Soil tested
for nitrate nitrogen on November 10, 99. The winter wheat will be evaluated for grain yield and
protein next summer.
Results: Table 31.
Rotation Planting Date,
Rates,
Drill type
Starter
Fertilizer
Spray & Date Growth
Stage
When
harvested
Kjeldahl
% .
Dry
Matter
(# / acre)
Plant
Nitrogen
(# / acre)
9a March 25, 1999
Arvika Peas @
90#/A
(300,000 seeds)
JD 750 drill
none 16 oz Roundup
Ultra + 10.6 oz
LV6 / acre. 17
gpA spray rate.
Sprayed on
June 23,1999
PEAS-Full
bloom to pods
up to 2 inches
long. Peas
1/8"in
diameter.
2.18 5750 , 125
Specialty
strip
March25,1999
Arvika Peas @
90#/A
Troy Oats @
45#/A
JD 750 drill
none Not Sprayed PEAS-Full
bloom to pods
up to 2 inches
long. Peas
1/8" In
diameter.
2.07 4356 90
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OATS-
Flowering
stage
(Anthesis)
Discussion: The levels of nitrogen accumulated in the plants residue in the failow plots was
much above what was expected. Itwill be interesting to follow the plots to determine if this
nitrogen will be released and used by the wheat crop or other crops in the rotation. Because the
nitrogen is stored in the plant forage and roots it may not be available for the winter wheat crop
in the early spring.
The rotational benefit from this type of green fallow could be significant in a crop rotation. The
best yields of millet have been obtained on plots where peas were taken for grain the previous
season. Winter wheat that was no-tilled into the excellent millet crop stubble was our best
yielding Winter wheat following millet.
We also had larger plots of green fallow peas planted after sunflowers and safflowers at a
different location during the summer of 1999. The plots Were planted with a no-til| drill and a
portion of one plot was disked and planted with a hoe drill. The disking would be necessary to
allow for seeding with the hoe drill. The residue was chopped up and remained on the soii
surface after disking and the fall seeding was excellent even though the fall was dry. The soil
did get hard where the fallow was no-tilled due to the dry fall conditions. The no-tiil 750-disk drill
was able to penetrate the soil thus the winter wheat emerged almost as well as the plots that
were disked and planted with the hoe drill.
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Zone Tillage Effect on Soil Temperatures
Cooperator: Crown Partnership of Wall, South Dakota
Objectives: 1)To Inject nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizer Into the soli below the seed. 2)
Provide a zone tilled strip to plant the row crops Into. 3) Evaluate soil temperatures within the
tilled zone & between rows.
Procedures: The sunflower, corn, and safflower plots were Injected with 28-0-0 plus 10-34-0
on October 27, 98. The fertilizer Injector was set up with 20" row spacing. We planted the
safflower, corn, and sunflower with a 20" row JD 7100 corn planter. We seeded Into the tilled
zone using the marked 20" rows to take benefit of the warmed soil. The Safflower was planted
on April 8, 1999. The corn was planted on April 29, 1999.
Temperature probes were placed In the Injected furrow (blackened strip) and also between
the rows (In the stubble) on safflower & corn on March 18, 1999. These temperature probes are
extremely accurate In their measurements. The safflower temp probes were left In the plot
through the summer and were removed at harvest time of the safflower on September 1, 1999.
The corn temp probes were removed at harvest time of the corn on October 12, 1999. All
temperature readings were taken at 4 pm mountain day-light savings time. This Is when soil
temperatures are typically highest during the day. Results are listed In Table 32 below.
Results: Table 32.
Rotation
& Crop
Probe Location
3 In the row
(Saff) (blackened strip)
3 Between the row
(Saff) (stubble area)
5a In the row
(Corn) (blackened strip)
5a Between the row
(Corn) (stubble area)
Average high
Temp (°F)
March 20-30, 99
48.3
46.9
49.9
46.8
Average high
Temp (°F)
April 1-30, 99
49.2
48.3
50.1
48.4
SPRING SOIL TEMPERATURES
iBsa
:
mm
" a" »
May 1-31, 1999
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-H— m row
-ifer" between
row
Average high
Temp (°F)
May 1-31, 99
61.6
60.0
62.7
60.4
60
50
40
30
SPRING SOIL TEMPERATURES
rx
APRIL 1-30, 1999
in row
between
row
SPRING SOIL TEMPERATURES
IJfiMaafci,
May 1-31, 1999
tmm
iiil m row
•between
row
Discussion: The zone-tilled area provided a warmer place to plant the corn, sunflower and
safflower. The average dally temperatures at 4 pm were about 1.5 to 2 degrees warmer than the
area of no-till between the rows. The area that had been zone-tilled also provided an area that
had less residue to hamper the seeding of the above crops. The practice of zone tillage is used
extensively In no-till corn production areas with cooler climates to allow producers to plant when
the fields are wet. The practice has the potential to allow forfertilizer placement below the
surface residue and allow earlier planting in the spring. The practice is one that needs more
evaluation for this region and adaptation to larger field equipment.
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No-Tiil Winter Wheat Date of Planting Study, 1999 & 3 Year Averages
Cooperators: Gregg Krebsbach (New Underwood, SO); Don Brown (Scenic, SD)
Objectives:
1) To evaluate yield differences due to delayed planting of winter wheat.
2) To evaluate yields of varieties for no-till planting at four dates of planting.
3) To evaluate four seeding rates at the four planting dates.
Procedure: Seven varieties of winterwheat and one spring wheat were planted on 4 seeding
dates,(Sept,15,0ct 1,0ct 15, and Nov 1) at 2 locations. Nekota was planted at 60, 75, 90, & 120
lbs/acre at all 4 seeding dates. Onthe othervarieties, the 1®' date had a seeding rate of60#/acre.
The 2"^ date was seeded at 75#/acre. The 3'"^ date was seeded at 90#/acre, The 4*^ date was
seeded at120#/acre. The trials were seeded with a John Deere 750 no-tlll drill with liquid starter
fertilizer (10-34-0) at 6 gallons/Acre. Row spacing was at 10 Inches. The Scenic location was
harvested on July 23,1999. The study at New Undenrt/ood was harvested on July 27, 1999.
Average yields of all 7 Winter Wheat varieties at both locations for years 1997, 1998, and 1999.
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Table35; 1999Yields forOctober 15"^ Planting Date.
New Underwood Scenic
Treatment Height Test Wt Yield Height TestWt Yield
inches Lb/Bu Bu/A inches Lb/Bu Bu/A
Arapahoe 31.0 57.3 28.6 34.0 60.4 56.2
Tandem 31.5 55.7 31.5 34.5 62.3 57.4
Crimson 34.3 56.5 34.6 37.0 63.9 64.5
Quantum 566 32.5 58.6 29.2 35.0 61.7 60.5
dagger 28.0 58.4 32.2 31.5 59.2 60.6
2137 30.8 60.0 34.9 31.0 61.4 64.7
Nekota60# 27.5 59.6 28.7 32.0 60.2 56.0
Nekota 75# 29.5 59.8 32.6 30.5 61.2 57.5
Nekota90# 29.3 60.6 33.8 31.0 61.7 62.7
Nekota 120# 27.8 60.0 34.0 30.5 61.3 58.8
Oxen (spring wheat) 29.3 52.2 25.0 32.0 57.6 41.3
LSD(P=05) 2.58 2.74 5.40 3.25 3.06 9.40
CV 5.94 2.73 11.62 4.47 2.21 6.94
Average 30.11 58.66 ; 32.00 32.64 61.33 59.89
Table36. 1999Yields for November 1®* Planting Date.
New Underwood Scenic
Treatment Height TestWt Yield Height TestWt Yield
inches Lb/Bu Bu/A inches Lb/Bu Bu/A
Arapahoe 30.8 ; 54.6 29.1 35.3 59.3 46.8
Tandem 30.8 54.5 28.3 37.5 60.9 46.2
Crimson 32.8 58.1 29.0 38.0 60.9 50.7
Quantum 566 30.0 56.5 25.9 36.0 59.5 47.9
dagger 25.8 57.1 26.8 30.0 58.6 46.2
2137 27.8 56.6 32.4 31.3 61.2 56.9:
Nekota 60# 27.8 54.1 25.1 31.8 59.2 46.0
Nekota 75# 28.0 59.0 28.9 31.5 59.8 44.9
Nekota 90# 28.5 57.1 31.7 31.0 59.6 46.0
Nekota 120# 27.8 56.8 31.0 31.3 60.7 50.3
Oxen (spring wheat) 30.3 55.3 29.2 33.3 59.4 48.3
LSD(P=.05) 2.47 5.29 4.83 2.26 1.87 5.06
CV 5.87 5.39 11.54 4.69 2.15 7.24
Average 29.09 56.44 28.83 33.34 59.98 48.18
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Table 37. Three year average. Planting rate vs Planting date (1997,98,99) New Underwood &
Scenic locations.
New Underwood (97,98,99) Scenic (97,98,99)
Sept 15 Octi Oct15 Nov 1 Sept 15 Octi Got 15 Nov 1
Nekota 60# 55 51 46 39 43 43 42 35
Nekota 75# 55 54 49 41 49 45 47 36
Nekota 90# 55 54 50 45 44 44 ,44 37
Nekota 120# 57 56 52 45 43 46 43 38
Mean 55.5 53.8 49.3 42.5 44.8 ; 44.5 44.0 36.5
Discussion:
This is a very interesting study because we are evaluating varieties, delayed plahtjng and seeding
rates in the same experiment in two locations each year. We have three years of good data
(1997,1998, & 1999). The experiment has been planted again this fall and those numbers will be
available next year. I feel we have seen some trends that should be discussed this year.
Dormant planting of winter wheat reduced yields by an average of 27 percent over the three year
period. There was no significant yield reduction if the winter wheat was planted by October 1
when compared to the September 15 planting date. The 1998 growing season at the New
Undenwood iocation was unusual with 2.5 inches above normal precipitation and a mean high
temperature of 6 degrees below normal during June. The yields at this location were similar for all
planting dates.
The highest average yield over all the planting dates and years was 2137 at 51.9 bushels per
acre followed closely by Crimson at 50.7 bushels per acre. The other varieties tested were more
variable and lower in average yields.
The rates of seeding at the first two planting dates did not make any difference in yield. The trend
was that as you plant later you should consider using higher seeding rates. The economic
advantage changes depending on the price received for the wheat. At this time Iwould
recommend that producers start planting with a 60 pound per acre rate and increase it by 15
pounds each two weeks planting is delayed. The seed was treated with a fungicide at all planting
dates to protect the seed from molds. Seed treatment becomes more important as planting is
delayed because the seed may remain in the soil for longer periods of time prior to germination
and emergence.
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Downy Bromegrass Control in Winter Wheat
Cooperator: Gregg krebsbach of New Underwood, SD
Objectives: To evaluate use of Mon 37500 (Maverick) sprayed on a weekly basis for control of
downy bromegrass and to evaluate their effect on the growing winter wheat.
Procedure: Downy Brome population was In excess of 12 plants per square foot over the
entire experiment. The downy brome was emerging at the same time as the winter wheat so the
leaf growth stages were very similar. There was excellent moisture before and after all fall
applications.
The trial was sprayed with a Suzuki ATV on a weekly basis from September 23 to October 28,
1998 and starting again on a weekly basis from March 24 to May 12, 1999. The trial was
sprayed with 8002 XR nozzles at 30 psi at 3.5 mph to deliver a 10 gallon per acre spray rate.
Notes were taken on May 2:4,1999.
Results: Table 38.
Treatment Oz
prod
/Acre
Formulation Spray
Date
Winter Wheat
Growth Stage
% Control of Downy
Brome as of
May 24, 99
Control N/A N/A Not
Sprayed
N/A 1.0
Mon-37500 .66 75DF Sept 23 Pre-emerge 71.7
Mon-37500 .66 75DF Sept 30 Emergence 85.0
Mon-37500 .66 75DF Oct7 2-leaf 88.3
Mon-37500 .66 75DF Oct14 3-leaf 90.0
Mon-37500 .66 75DF Oct21 3+ - leaf 90.0
Mon-37500 .66 75DF Oct28 Dormant 91.7
Mon-37500 .66 75DF Mar 24 Dormant 85.0
Mon-37500 .66 75DF Mar 31 Early-growth 61.7
Mon-37500 .66 75DF Apr 7 Tiller 80.0
Mon-37500 .66 75DF Apr 14 Tiller 83.3
Mon-37500 .66 75DF Apr 21 Tiller : 76.7
Mon-37500 / .66 75DF Apr 28 Tiller 68.3
Mon-37500 .66 75DF May 5 , Tiller-Joint 1.0
Mon-37500 .66 75DF May 12 Joint 10.0
LSD=
cv -
13.99 :
12.75
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Discussion: The early fall application of Sept.23,98 appeared to be decomposing in mid
May,99 and allowed some of the Downy Brome seed to germinate in the spring and infest the
plots. The later fall and early spring applications appeared to give very good control. The rating
of the March 31®'application indicated a lower percentageofcontrol. I reviewed the plots and it
appeared to be a weaker treatment but I was not able to explain it. The spring applications
tended to be more variable in the percents of control and this has been the case in the past and
in other research on the product. Iwould recommend that producers make later fall applications
of Maverick (Mon-37500). The early spring applications may work but they are more variable
because weather conditions and rainfall in the spring are more variable.
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1999-2000 PREVIEW
The following experiments are currently in process or soon will be. Data will be collected through
the following year and presented in next years Annual Report.
SDSU Wheat and Oilseed Crop Rotation Study at Wall, SD
This 14 acre trial was initiated in the spring of 1994. There are 9 cropping sequences that are
currently being evaluated. This rotation study looks at the economics, sustainability, and
conservation compliance of wheat when grown in combination with minor oil seed crops
(safflower, sunflower). This is an important part of crops research in western South Dakota and is
funded by The South Dakota Wheat Commission and The South Dakota Oil Seeds Council.
No-Till Date of Planting Studies (2 locations)
The 2 trials have been planted for the past 4 years into Wheat and millet stubble at 4 planting
dates. The objectives of the study is to determine if there should be different varieties
recommended for no-till planting into stubble and if there is a difference in yields as a result of
planting dates. The 2 locations over the last 4 years have given us a lot of good data upon
which to make recommendations. See Results on pages 67-70.
Variety Testing of Winter Wheat and Spring Grains (8 locations)
There are currently 7 CRT West River sites for evaluation of winter wheat. This year has 45
varieties of winter wheat at each location. There are trials at: Bison, Hayes, Sturgis, Wall, Newell,
Oelrichs, and Martin. A 28 entry wheat strip trial is also planted at Kennebec. Spring grains such
as oats, barley, spring wheat, durum, and millet will have on-going evaluation at various test sites
this spring.
Crown Rot and Root Rot control using Seed Treatments (2 locations)
This study looks at control of fungal pathogens of winter wheat through use of various seed
treatments. This trial also evaluates responses of various winterwheat varieties to fungal
diseases.
Crop Rotation Interval for Maverick (Mon 37500)
This trial utilizes varying rates of MON37500 herbicide at 1x, 2x, and 4x rates to control
Cheatgrass in winter wheat when applied in the fall. Further study in the following years will
determine how sensitive corn, millet, sunflowers, and wheat are to this herbicide.
Carryover of Mon 37500 (Maverick) - 1x & 2x Spraying Rate Studies (4 locations)
Objectives of these trials are to determine what levels of tolerance various crops have and to
evaluate residual levels of Maverick in regards to various soil types and pH levels. The test strips
are larger (2 acres each) and were established on high and neutral pH soils.
Variety Testing of Oilseed Crops (2 locations)
Safflower varieties will be evaluated throughout the 2000 growing season at Wall and Oelrichs.
Variety Testing of Field Peas and Garbanzo Beans (3 locations)
Field peas and garbanzo beans will be evaluated forgrain yield at Selby, Wall, and Bison.
Field peas will be further researched as a cover crop.
Soil Temperature Probes
Continued use ofTemperature Probes for better prediction ofwinter survivability and other
aspects of crop production.
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